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Chronic skin wounds are characterized by poor re-epithelialization, angiogenesis and
granulation. Previous work demonstrated that topical stromal cell-derived growth factor-1
(SDF1) promotes neovascularization, resulting in faster re-epithelialization of skin
wounds in diabetic mice. However, the clinical usefulness of such bioactive peptides is
limited because they are rapidly degraded in the wound environment due to high levels of
proteases. The goal of this project was to develop a novel fusion protein comprising of
SDF1 and an elastin like peptide (ELP), which could be used as a therapeutic alternative
to recombinant SDF1, for the treatment of chronic skin wounds. ELPs are derivatives of
tropoelastin with repeats of VPGXG, where X can be any natural amino acid except
Proline. The dissertation aimed to characterize the physical properties of the SDF1-ELP
fusion protein, demonstrate its in vitro and in vivo bioactivity and understand its
mechanism of action. We showed that SDF1-ELP conferred the ability to self-assemble
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into nanoparticles. The fusion protein showed binding characteristics similar to that
reported for free SDF1 to the CXCR4 receptor. The biological activity of SDF1-ELP, as
measured by intracellular calcium release in HL60 cells was dose dependent, and very
similar to that of free SDF1. SDF1-ELP monomers promoted the migration of cells
similar to SDF1, and the fusion protein promoted tube formation and capillary-like
networks similar to SDF1. In contrast, SDF1-ELP was found to be more stable in
elastase and in wound fluid than SDF1. Likewise, the biological activity of SDF1-ELP in
vivo was significantly superior to that of free SDF1. When applied to full thickness skin
wounds in diabetic mice, wounds treated with SDF1-ELP nanoparticles were 95% closed
by day 21, and fully closed by day 28, while wounds treated with free SDF1 and other
controls took 42 days to fully close. In addition, the SDF1-ELP nanoparticles increased
the amount of vascular endothelial cells, and the epidermal and dermal layer of the healed
wound, as compared to the other groups. SDF1-ELP is a promising agent for the
treatment of chronic skin wounds.
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1. CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION – Therapeutic Delivery of Stromal CellDerived Factor-1 for Injury Repair
Note: This chapter is reproduced from the following publication, written by Agnes
Yeboah:
Agnes Yeboah, Martin L. Yarmush, Francois Berthiaume. Therapeutic Delivery of
Stromal Cell-Derived Factor-1 for Injury Repair. Nano LIFE (Accepted, 2015)
Preprint of the article has been accepted for publication in [Nano LIFE] © [2016]
[copyright World Scientific Publishing Company] [www.worldscientific.com/worldscinet/nl]

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Stromal cell-derived growth factor 1 (SDF1) is a chemokine encoded by the CXCL12
gene, and which is so far known to exist in six different isoforms, SDF1α to ϕ, by
alternate splicing of the same gene [1]. SDF1α, shown in Figure 1.1 below, is the
predominant isoform found in all tissues. It consists of 89 amino acids. The first 21
amino acids make up the signal peptide, while the mature protein spans Lysine 22 to
Lysine 89. SDF1α is comprised of a three β-strands, an α-helix, and is bordered by
disordered N and C- terminal ends. It is believed that the N-terminus (residues one to
nine) is responsible for SDF1’s binding to its receptors [2]. Other isoforms of SDF1
share the same N-terminal amino acid sequence, but have different C-termini.
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Figure 1.1 Image of SDF1α by Ryu et al [3]. (RSCB Protein Data Bank ID: 2J7Z).
SDF1α monomer was obtained using Pymol. N-terminus is colored blue and C-terminus
colored red.

As shown in Table 1.1 below, SDF1α has a net positive charge which is attributed its
numerous basic amino acids. It has a molecular weight of about ten kilodaltons.
Table 1.1:GeneralPropertiesofSDF1α (obtained using the ExPASy Server [4])
Molecular Formula

C453H753N129O119S6

Molecular weight/size

~ 10 kilodaltons

Total number of negatively charged
residues (Asp + Glu)

5

Total number of positively charged
residues (Arg + Lys)

14

Net charge on protein

Positive (+9)

Theoretical Isoelectric point

9.72

Theoretical Extinction coefficient

8730 M-1 cm-1

There are at least two known receptors for SDF1, C-X-C chemokine receptor type
four (CXCR4) and type seven (CXCR7)[5]. The binding of SDF1 to CXCR4 results in
intracellular signaling via guanine nucleotide-binding proteins (G-proteins), which
triggers the activation of the MAPK, PI3K and IP3 pathways, as well as intracellular
calcium release, resulting in increases in target cell survival, proliferation, and
chemotaxis [6]. CXCR4 is expressed by several cell types such as hematopoietic stem
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cells, endothelial and epithelial cells [7], as well as cells in the immune and central
nervous systems [8].
SDF1 was originally identified as the factor that promotes the retention of
hematopoietic stem cells in the bone marrow [9]. One of the first therapeutic
interventions targeting the SDF1 pathway involved blocking SDF1 binding to its receptor
to induce the release of bone marrow stem cells, thus increasing their numbers in the
circulation. The blood enriched in stem cells could then be used for bone marrow
transplantation procedures [10]. SDF1, as other angiogenic factors, is also known to
perpetuate cancer tumor growth and progression; therefore, several studies have also
evaluated the benefit of blocking this pathway as a potential cancer therapy [7]. Through
its binding to CXCR4, SDF1 may also be an endogenous inhibitor of CXCR4-trophic
HIV-1 strains [11].
SDF1 is also known to been implicated in the endogenous response to tissue damage
and subsequent tissue repair. For example, SDF1 may be expressed in the local injury
area to promote the recruitment of stem cells from the bone marrow to injured
tissues/organs [12]. It is believed that SDF1, upon entering the bone marrow
environment, induces the release of soluble kit-ligand (sKitL), which induces the release
of more SDF1, enhancing mobilization of the CXCR4+ and c-Kit+ cells to the circulation
[13]. Once the progenitor cells reach the injury site, it is thought that they participate in
the regeneration of damaged blood vessels. Thus, exogenous SDF1 has been explored as
a therapeutic molecule to enhance these processes in several acute and chronic injury
types that otherwise tend to heal poorly, such as injuries related to the central nervous
system, including spinal cord [14, 15], multiple sclerosis[16], stroke[17] and myocardial
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infarction [18-20]. It is also being explored for treatment of chronic skin wounds [12, 21]
and acute burn wounds [22].
A major limitation in the use of SDF1 as a therapeutic molecule, like many other
similar peptides, is its short in vivo half-life due to rapid degradation by proteases.
Providing a sustained supply of SDF1 in the first two to three weeks of injury healing
(proliferative phase) would be clinically beneficial.
Different strategies are being explored to increase the stability of SDF1 in vivo in the
context of different injury types and disease situations. Some researchers have focused
attention on designing derivatives of SDF1 with increased in vivo stability [19], [23],
[24], [25], [26, 27]. Other researchers have explored incorporating SDF1 into
biomaterials such as hydrogels and scaffolds in order to prolong its release profile and
protect it from degradation. Nanoparticle-based delivery is especially advantageous
because the delivery system can be administered in a variety of ways, and can be easily
incorporated into biomaterials that are already used to enhance tissue repair.
Therefore, here we review the various stabilization and delivery methods available for
SDF1, some of which have been already used, as well as others that have been used with
other bioactive peptides, but would be potentially applicable to SDF1.
1.2

CHALLENGES WITH DELIVERING SDF1

SDF1 has a short half-life in vivo as it is readily degraded by multiple proteases,
including dipeptidyl peptidase IV, a serine exopeptidase, matrix metalloproteinases [28,
29], cathepsin G [30] and neutrophil elastase [31] which are activated at the sites of
injury and typically attack the chemokine at the N-terminus. Cleavage of the N-terminus
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of SDF1 results in a loss of binding to its receptor CXCR4, and as such a loss of its
chemoattractant activity.
In addition to potential N-terminus cleavage, SDF1α can also be cleaved at the Cterminus by carboxypeptidase N (CPN), which also results in attenuated chemoattractant
activity [32], [33]. The in vivo half-life of SDF1α is known to be about 25.8 minutes
[34]. Due to the presence of additional exons on the C-terminus, the other isoforms of
SDF1 are not susceptible to proteolysis by carboxypeptidase N.
Since exogenous recombinant SDF1 is susceptible to the same proteolytic
mechanisms as the endogenous one, in the absence of any engineered delivery system,
high and repeated doses of the peptide may be needed for therapeutic activity. For
example, in studying the effect of SDF1α on model wounds in mice, Sarkar et al [35]
demonstrated that a repeated dosing regimen of four daily applications of 1 µg SDF1α
was needed to allow for faster reepithelialiization of an excisional wound made on wildtype mice.
Repeated application of SDF1 is costly and impractical. Thus, protein engineering
technologies and delivery methods that will allow for a stabilization of the growth factor
in vivo are essential. Below we first discuss some of the protein engineering approaches
being used to alter the structure of the peptide itself, and then the delivery systems used
to protect the peptide (either native or modified) to allow sustained delivery in vivo.
1.3

STABILIZATION OF SDF1 USING PROTEIN ENGINEERING

1.3.1

Fusion Proteins and Derivatives of SDF1 with Longer Half Lives

One way to increase the stability of SDF1 is to construct a fusion protein comprised of
the SDF1 gene juxtaposed to another protein or peptide at either the N or C-terminus (for
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SDF1α only). As shown in Figure 1.2 below, both the terminal ends of SDF1α are
susceptible to degradation. Since the N-terminus is involved in binding to the CXCR4
receptor, fusions are typically made at the C-terminus. “Capping” the C-terminus of
SDF1α with a peptide or protein should help reduce its degradation. For example,
SDF1β, which only differs from SDF1α by having a fourth exon at the C-terminus, has a
longer half-life in vivo and as a result is known to be twice as potent [1].

Dipeptidyl
peptidase
IV

SDF1α:

SDF1β:

Elastase

Matrix
metalloproteinases

Cathepsin G

Carboxypeptidase N

KP V S L SYRCPCRFFESHVARANVKHLKILNTPNCALQIVARLKNNNRQVCIDPKLKWIQEYLEKALN K

KP V S L SYRCPCRFFESHVARANVKHLKILNTPNCALQIVARLKNNNRQVCIDPKLKWIQEYLEKALN KRFKM

Dipeptidyl
peptidase IV

Elastase

Matrix
metalloproteinases

Cathepsin G

Carboxypeptidase N

Figure 1.2 SDF1α and SDF1β degradation by different proteases. Dipeptidyl peptidase
IV cleaves off Lys22 and Pro23 (KP); Elastase cleaves off Lys22, Pro23 and Val24
(KPV); Matrix metalloproteinases cleave off Lys22, Pro23, Val 24, Serine 25 (KPVS);
Cathepsin G cleaves off Lys22, Pro23, Val24, Ser25, Leu26 (KPVSL).Carboxypeptidase
N cleaves off the Lysine at the C-terminus of SDF1α. Due to the presence of an
additional exon at the C-terminus, SDF1β is not subjected to degradation by
Carboxypeptidase N
Ziegler et al [19] explored this concept with their design of a bispecific SDF1-GPVI
fusion protein, consisting of SDF1α and the platelet collagen receptor GPVI. GPVI was
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fused to the C-terminus of SDF1α (SDF1α-GPVI), as well as the N-terminus of SDF1α
(GPVI-SDF1α). This work was done on the assumption that the binding of GPVI to the
collagen triple helix in the sub-endothelial matrix would allow for an increased
concentration of SDF1 at the site of injury (in this case injured myocardium), allowing
for SDF1α to be persist longer and recruit bone marrow cells to the damaged area, thus
resulting in a better healing process. As expected, the activity of GPVI-SDF1α was
greatly diminished, while SDF1α-GPVI fusion protein showed a higher binding activity
to the CXCR4 receptor, triggered chemotaxis, increased cell survival and enhanced
endothelial differentiation. In-vivo, SDF1α-GPV1, which was injected intravenously,
allowed for the recruitment of significantly more bone marrow cells after tissue damage,
as compared with recombinant SDF1α.
Other researchers have designed derivatives of SDF1 with “minor” mutations to the
N-terminus region in an attempt to change recognizable cleavage sequences for the
proteases, while trying to maintain the integrity of the binding region of the chemokine
Segers et al [23] developed a new version of SDF1α consisting of a modification to
the N-terminus region to reduce susceptibility to common proteases (matrix
metalloproteinase-2 and dipeptyl peptidase IV). As opposed to SDF1α, whose Nterminus region is comprised of is KPVSLSYR, S-SDF1α (S4V) has a few modifications
shown in red: SKPVVLSYR. An additional serine was added in front of the N-terminal
lysine, while the serine in the fourth position was changed to valine as shown in Figure
1.3 below.
N-terminus region of native SDF1α:
S-SDF1:
S-SDF1 (S4V):

KPVSLSYR
SKPVSLSYR
SKPVVLSYR
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Figure 1.3 Amino acid modifications made to SDF1 by Segars et al [23].

The team noted that the S-SDF1(S4V) variant of SDF1 was bioactive but resistant to
cleavage by DPPIV and MMPs, as compared to native SDF1. S-SDF1 (S4V), the
protease-resistant variant of SDF1, was then fused at the C-terminus to RAD16-II (RAD),
which has sequence RARADADARARADADA, and self-assembles into nanofibers. SSDF-1(S4V) improved cardiac function after myocardial infarction when it was tethered
to the self-assembling peptide RAD for controlled delivery [23].
Similarly, Baumann et al [24] engineered another derivative of SDF1α (AAV-[S4V]SDF1α) to have a better stability than recombinant SDF1α. As shown in Figure 1.4
below, two alanines and one valine were inserted in front of the N-terminal lysine, and
the 4th serine was changed to a valine, similar to the approach taken by Segers et al.
These changes prevented the degradation of the engineered SDF1α derivative by DPPIV
and MMP. The engineered protein was delivered using starPEG heparin hydrogels. The
hydrogel delivery results are discussed in 1.3.2.2 Biomaterials.
N-terminus region of native SDF1α:
V-(S4V)-SDF1α:
AAV-(S4V)-SDF1α:

KPVSLSYR
VKPVVLSYR
AAVKPVVLSYR

Figure 1.4 Amino acid modifications made to SDF1 by Baumann et al [24].

Likewise, Yang et al [25] demonstrated that inserting a methionine in front of the Nterminal lysine (Lysine 23) of SDF1β as shown in Figure 1.5 below enhanced its
functional activity compared to native SDF1β. While they acknowledged that the
modification resulted in a slightly lower affinity of the chemokine to its receptor, they
highlighted that the Met-SDF1β induced a significantly higher intracellular calcium flux
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indicating a much higher bioactivity as compared to native SDF1β. Similar to other
researchers, Yang et al. explained that placing a methionine in front of Lysine 23
perturbed the action of DPPIV, allowing the growth factor to be more stable and more
bioactive.
N-terminus region of native SDF1β:
Methionine-SDF1β:

KPVSLSYR
MKPVSLSYR

Figure 1.5 Amino acid modifications made to SDF1 by Yang et al [25].

In another effort to stabilize SDF1α when used in vivo, Hiesinger et al [26, 27]
engineered an SDF1α polypeptide analog named ESA (Figure 1.6), with comparable to
better activity than recombinant SDF1α. Computational molecular modeling and design
was used to cleave off the large central β sheets of SDF1α, replacing them with proline
residues, to connect the N-terminus responsible for receptor binding with the C-terminus,
so that ESA would have a similar conformation as native SDF1α.
ESA was able to induce EPC migration and improve ventricular performance as
compared to the recombinant SDF1α used as a control. The team believes that compared
to native SDF1α, the relatively small size of ESA provides enhanced stability and
function, allows for easier and cheaper synthesis, and perhaps more importantly enhances
the diffusion potential and the speed at which the chemotactic signal is deployed [26].

SDF1α: KPVSLSYRCPCRFFESHVARANVKHLKILNTPNCALQIVARLKNNNRQVCIDPKLKWIQEYLEKALNK
KPVSLSYRCPCRFFESHVARANVKHLKILNTPNCALQIVARLKNNNRQVCIDPKLKWIQEYLEKALNK

Insert
PP
ESA:

Remove
VARANVKHLKILNTPNCALQIVARLKNNNRQVCIDPK

KPVSLSYRCPCRFFESHPPLKWIQEYLEKALNK
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Figure 1.6 Amino acid modifications made to SDF1 by Hiesinger et al. ESA is a
derivative of SDF1 without the large central β sheets of SDF1 but instead 2 proline
residues which connects the N-terminus to the C-terminus [26, 27].
1.3.2

Stabilization of SDF1 using Various Delivery Mechanisms

1.3.2.1

Gene Therapy

Using viral or non-viral constructs encoding for the SDF1 gene can result in an
overexpression of SDF1 allowing for a longer protein presence at the injury site.
To this end, Badillo et al [36] made full thickness excisional wounds on diabetic mice
and treated them with lentiviral construct containing SDF1 gene fused to green
fluorescent protein (GFP) to induce the overexpression of SDF1 in wounds. The viral
plasmid with GFP alone was used as a control. The production of SDF1 by transduced
cells was confirmed by a measuring the total wound mRNA isolated from wounds treated
with the SDF1-GFP lentiviral plasmid or the control alone. The research team confirmed
that the lentiviral SDF1 treated wound showed an increased production of SDF1 mRNA
seven days post injection of the viral plasmid in the wound area. This corresponded to a
decrease in wound surface area and an increased granulation tissue seven days post
wounding.
Similarly, Sundararaman et al [37] injected different luciferase plasmid DNA (nonviral) encoding human SDF1 into rat heart 1 month after myocardial infarction.
Expression of the gene ranged from five to 32 days. Heart function and
immunohistochemistry of the heart tissue was assessed after plasmid injection. Increase
in cardiac function was noticed four weeks after injection, attributed to increase in blood
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vessel density. The degree of functional improvement positively correlated with level of
vector expression.
1.3.2.2

Biomaterials

Biomaterials have been used for the controlled release, for the prolongation of half-life
and enhancement of the therapeutic efficacy of bioactive molecules, including growth
factors. Biomaterials have been used to deliver growth factors in a matrix-bound manner,
as the biomaterial surface allows for the growth factor to be concentrated and delivered
locally [38].
Biomaterials such as alginate scaffolds and hydrogels, degradable poly (lactide
ethylene oxide fumarate) (PLEOF) hydrogels, poly(L-lysine) and hyaluronan, and
starPEG-heparin hydrogels have been used to deliver SDF1.
Rabbany et al [39] and Henderson et al [40] demonstrated the sustained release of
SDF1 from alginate hydrogels for wound healing. Rabbany et al. loaded alginate
hydrogel patches with recombinant human SDF1 proteins and monitored the in vitro and
in vivo release profile. The hydrogels released about 50% of the protein within the first
day and minimally released the rest of the protein over the remaining five day monitoring
period. Wounds treated with SDF1 protein delivered in the hydrogel patch healed faster
and showed a significantly faster wound closure as compared to non-treated wounds.
Henderson et al. also monitored the release of the SDF1 chemokine from an alginate
hydrogel scaffold which was applied on directly unto a wound bed made on the dorsum
of wild type mice. The scaffold was designed to allow for a slow release of the growth
factor over 18 to 24 hours. The team showed that the SDF1 treated wounds closed rapidly
between one to three days after application to the wound bed, and much less between
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three to seven days as compared to the saline control potentially because the SDF1 had
been depleted from the scaffold by day three.
In addition to alginate hydrogels, degradable poly (lactide ethylene oxide fumarate)
(PLEOF) hydrogels, poly(L-lysine) and hyaluronan, and starPEG-heparin hydrogels have
been used to deliver SDF1 in a controlled manner.
He et al [41] developed a macromer made of PLEOF that was cross-linked with
different initiators to produce biodegradable hydrogels. Three different hydrogels with
different levels of hydrophobicity were evaluated for their SDF1 release profile and its
effect on the migration of bone marrow stem cells. The team noted that the hydrogels that
were designed to be more hydrophilic had an initial burst release of SDF1 followed by a
period of controlled delivery for 21 days. The hydrophobic hydrogels had a less
pronounced burst release and displayed a slow but constant release between days one to
nine, followed by a fast release from days nine to 18. The migration of bone marrow stem
cells closely followed the SDF1 release kinetics out of the hydrogels. That is, the more
hydrophilic hydrogels had a higher extent of cell migration initially but finished with the
lowest extent of cell migration while the more hydrophobic hydrogels had a lower extent
of initial cell migration but finished off with the highest extend of cell migration.
Dalonneau et al [38] loaded SDF1 into polyelectrolyte multilayer films which was
made of poly(L-lysine) and hyaluronan (PLL/HA), to allow for the growth factor to be
delivered in a matrix bound manner to myoblast cells. The PLL/HA films exhibited an
initial burst release during the first hour, after which the growth factor release was steady.
The matrix bound SDF1 enhanced myoblast spreading and considerably promoted cell
migration.
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Prokoph et al [42] and Baumann et al [24] demonstrated the delivery of SDF1 and its
derivative, AAV-[S4V]-SDF-1 (discussed above) using a starPEG-heparin hydrogels.
The release profile of native SDF1 from the starPEG hydrogel was highly similar to that
of the SDF1 derivative. Both of them were released at a high level (high initial burst)
initially, followed by a sustained release. However, the relative migration of endothelial
progenitor cells (EPCs) was significantly higher using the engineered derivative of SDF1
delivered via the hydrogel compared with the native SDF1.
1.4

OVERALL LIMITATIONS WITH EXISTING STRATEGIES FOR

THERAPEUTIC SDF1 USE
While the above strategies and delivery options address some of the challenges in using
SDF1 therapeutically, some overall limitations still exist, as highlighted below:
1.4.1

Fusion Proteins and Derivatives of SDF1 with Longer Half Lives



Potential for decrease or loss of activity of growth factor,



High cost for producing and purifying material.

1.4.2

Gene Therapy



Toxicity and immunogenicity of some of the vectors used not well understood,



Concerns about the potential random integration of viral genes into host genome,



Possibility of sustained transgene expression, which could have detrimental (e.g.
cancer-causing) effects,



Low transfection efficiency of some of the vectors, resulting in low levels of gene
expression.
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1.4.3

Biomaterials



High initial burst release from some hydrogels/scaffolds,



High amount of SDF1 needed for loading into hydrogels due to low loading
efficiency of some hydrogels,



Total fraction of SDF1 released from hydrogels over a period of time relatively low
compared to how much was loaded,



Material of construction for some hydrogels could result in unwanted byproducts
when degraded.

1.5

THE IDEAL DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR SDF1

The “perfect” delivery system for therapeutic SDF1 use would therefore be one that
encompasses all or a majority of the following characteristics:


Gradually release SDF1 for about two to three weeks (that is, throughout the
proliferative phase of healing after an injury,



Protect SDF1 from degradation,



Have minimal to no impact on the bioactivity of the chemokine,



Can be manufactured less expensively, thus reducing the overall cost of the therapy,



Allow the right dose of the growth factor to be delivered (typically in the nanogram
range),



Should not be toxic, non-immunogenic and biocompatible,



Allow for the growth factor to be readily assessable to its receptor (easy
bioavailability).
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1.6

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

1.6.1

Nanoparticle technologies for SDF1

A more versatile delivery system would make it easier to translate SDF1-based therapies
into reality. Nanoparticles seem to be a viable option to address the shortcomings of the
other delivery strategies described above, and also encompasses several of the desired
characteristics of the ideal delivery system.
The use of nanoparticles to deliver SDF1 offers several advantages. First, formulating
SDF1 into nanoparticles will allow the chemokine to be delivered in the same size range
as proteins and other macromolecular structures found inside living cells. This is
expected to result in improved bioavailability and rapid therapeutic action. Second, it is
believed that highly efficient drug delivery system based on nanomaterials could
potentially reduce the drug dose needed to achieve therapeutic benefit, which, in turn,
would lower the cost and/or reduce the side effects associated with particular drugs. In
addition, drugs delivered as nanoparticles have been shown to have prolonged circulation
time in vivo [43] Formulating SDF1 as nanoparticles could allow the growth factor not
only to be injected as a suspension but also incorporated as appropriate to topical creams
or into existing skin substitutes which have pores in the 10-100 µm range.
Lim et al [44], Huang et al [45], Yin et al [46] all incorporated SDF1 into
chitosan/chitosan-based nanoparticles. Lim et al. noted that their nanoparticle released
about eight percent of the SDF1 over a period of seven days implying that the delivery
system would be suitable for sustained release of the growth factor. The SDF1 enclosed
in the nanoparticle delivery system allowed for chemotactic recruitment of adult neuronal
progenitor cells (aNPC) by three to 45-fold relative to hydrogels that lacked SDF1.
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Similarly, Huang et al [45] highlighted that their chitosan based nanoparticles protected
SDF1 against proteolysis and allowed for a sustained control release up to seven days. Up
to 23 ng/ml of SDF1 was released, which retained mitogenic activity, enhanced the
migration of mesenchymal stem cells and promoted PI3K expression. Yin et al [46]
delivered SDF1 as 700nm particles in order for the growth factor to reach the
alveolus/alveolar duct which is reported to be 25 – 100 µm in diameter. The incorporated
SDF1 in the nanoparticles was slowly released (three percent was released over seven
days) and was able to cause full chemotactic activity and receptor activation as compared
to the native free SDF1. When aerosolized in the lungs, the SDF1 nanoparticles showed
a greater retention time than that of free SDF1.
Olekson et al [47] demonstrated the delivery of SDF1 using liposome nanoparticles.
Liposome nanoparticles were used to extend the half-life of the growth factor by serving
as a local reserve of the chemokine. The SDF1α lipid nanoparticles were tested for
chemotactic activity using HL-60 cells (HL60 cells express the CXCR4 receptor). The
nanoparticles exhibited similar functional response as free SDF1. When used on an
excisional wound created on diabetic mouse, the SDF1 liposomes increased the fractional
area of closed tissue by about 15% as compared to free SDF1. This was attributed to the
persistence of the SDF1 nanoparticles at the wound area.
1.6.2

Nanoparticle technologies for other growth factors

Thus, despite the potential benefits, few nanotechnology-based delivery approaches have
been implemented for SDF1. On the other hand, when considering other growth factors
and chemokines, several different nanosystems are potentially available that would
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exhibit the desirable characteristics for delivering SDF1, some of which are discussed
below.
1.6.2.1 Release kinetics and protection from degradation
As shown in Table 1.2, nanoparticles made of materials such as silica, elastin and lipids
have been successfully designed and used to deliver different types of growth factors.
The nanoparticles were only slowly degraded in vivo thus enabling the release of growth
factors over an extended period of time. For example, the porous silica nanoparticles
designed by Zhang et al [48] allowed for basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) to be
released for at least three weeks. Similarly, the heparin and ε-poly-L-lysine (PL)
nanoparticles designed by LuZhong et al [49] for delivery of nerve growth factor (NGF)
and basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) had a sustained and slow release profile; 43%
of bFGF and 60% of NGF was released from the particles within 20 days of use in
treatment of peripheral nerve injury.
1.6.2.2 Biocompatibility
All the nanoparticle systems described in Table 1.2 were designed for eventual use in
vivo. For example, multiple studies have shown that elastin like peptide (ELP) used to
deliver keratinocyte growth factor [48] are nonimmunogenic, non-pyrogenic and are
biologically compatible [49] Likewise, the lipid nanoparticles used to deliver epidermal
growth factor are biodegradable and no adverse reactions were reported by Gainza et al
[50] when the nanoparticles were used on mice. Zhang et al [51] demonstrated that the
porous silica nanoparticles used to deliver bFGF were not cytoxic. Some studies have
described the use of porous silica nanoparticles in vivo and reported no adverse events
[52]. One concern with the porous silica system, however, is that it is not biodegradable,
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and therefore further in vitro and in vivo biocompatibility studies may need to be
performed if it is to be used in a clinical setting.
1.6.2.3 Ease of manufacturing
Eventual translation of the nanoparticle-based delivery system to the clinic will require
large-scale production. For example, the PEG-PLGA nanoparticles used to deliver bFGF
for Alzheimer’s treatment are well-established nanocarriers for nanomedicine
applications, and are relatively simple to manufacture [53]. It is noteworthy that all of the
systems described above
require the bioactive peptide to be produced on a large scale using traditional methods for
expressing and purifying the product. The bioactive peptide-ELP approach has the unique
feature that, while the methods to express the fusion protein in bacterial production
systems are not fundamentally different from any other peptide, purification can be
accomplished through repeated temperature cycles to precipitate the final product by
centrifugation, thus avoiding the use of expensive chromatography-based methods [54]
The main challenge in using ELP fusion proteins is that care must be taken to preserve
biological activity of the bioactive peptide, and as suggested by Hassouneh et al [55], the
specific properties of the bioactive peptide (in this case the size and charge of SDF1) can
be factored into the design of the ELP chain length, and sequence, as well as the type and
length of the linker used for the fusion protein, so that aggregation temperature is in a
desirable range (usually between 30°C and 40°C).
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Table 1.2: Examples of nanoparticles which have been used for other growth factors
Growth Factor

Disease
Area /
Application

Type of
Nanoparticle
Used/Authors

Reasons for Using Nanoparticle Approach

Basic Fibroblast
Growth Factor
(bFGF)

Wound
Healing

Porous Silica
Nanoparticles
Zhang et al [51].

Porous silica nanoparticles were used to
achieve a prolonged release of bFGF for at
least 3 weeks.

Keratinocyte
Growth Factor
(KGF)

Wound
Healing

Elastin-like peptide
(ELP) nanoparticles
Koria et al [48].

Nerve Growth
Factor (NGF)
and Basic
Fibroblast
Growth Factor
(bFGF).

Axonal
Regeneration

Polymeric
nanoparticle delivery
system composed of
heparin and ε-polyL-lysine (PL)

Designed nanoparticles comprised of the
fusion of KGF to elastin-like peptides which
allowed for topical administration of the
growth factor to the wound area and also
improved the growth factor’s bioavailability
to the injury site.
Nanoparticles were prepared for controlled
and slow release of nerve growth factor
(NGF) and basic fibroblast growth factor
(bFGF) for the treatment of peripheral nerve
injury.

LuZhong et al [56].

Epidermal
Growth Factor
(EGF)

Wound
Healing

Basic Fibroblast
Growth Factor
(bFGF)

Alzheimer’s

Lipid nanoparticles
Gainza et al [50].
Lectins modified
polyethylene glycolpolylactidepolyglycolide (PEGPLGA)
nanoparticles
Zhang et al [57].

A sustained and no initial burst in vitro
release profile of growth factors (NGF and
bFGF) from the particles was observed
For the bFGF, about 43% of the loaded
growth factor was released from particles
within 20 days. For NGF, about 60% of the
loaded growth factor was released from
particles within 20 days for the NGF.
Lipid nanoparticles were used to allow for
topical and sustained delivery of recombinant
human EGF to chronic wounds.
The lectin modified PEG-PLGA
nanoparticles were used to deliver basic
fibroblast growth factor to the central
nervous system via intranasal administration
for treatment of Alzheimer’s disease.
The growth factor was formulated into
nanoparticles to protect it from being from
degradation within the lumen of the nasal
cavity or during passage across the epithelial
barrier. The nanoparticle conjugation with
lectin allowed for selective binding to Nacetyl glucosamine on the nasal epithelial
membrane for its brain delivery
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2. CHAPTER 2: Elastin-like polypeptides: A strategic fusion partner for
biologics
Note: This chapter is reproduced from the following publication written by Agnes
Yeboah:
Agnes Yeboah, Rick I. Cohen, Charles Rabolli, Martin L. Yarmush, Francois
Berthiaume. Elastin-like polypeptides: A strategic fusion partner for biologics.
Biotechnology and Bioengineering (Submitted, 2015)
2.1

INTRODUCTION
Elastin is an extracellular matrix protein that gives elasticity to many vertebrate

tissues such as the skin, heart, and blood vessels. In humans, it is encoded by the ELN
gene. Tropoelastin, a soluble 70 kilodalton precursor of elastin, is comprised of two
domains; hydrophobic - rich in Valine, Proline, Alanine and Glycine; and hydrophilic comprised of Lysine and Alanine residues [1].
Elastin-like peptides (ELPs) are derived from the hydrophobic region of tropoelastin
having repeat sequence motifs of Valine-Proline-Glycine-Xaa-Glycine (VPGXG), where
Xaa can be any amino acid except Proline. ELPs have a unique property, inverse
temperature phase transition, which allows a temperature dependent reversible change
from soluble monomer to insoluble aggregate. The reversible inverse transition
temperature is a function of the ELP chain length (the number of repeats of the VPGXG
sequence motif in an ELP peptide), Xaa, the guest residue in the VPGXG sequence and
the salt concentration used during the purification of the ELP peptide [2], [3]. ELPs are
known to be nonimmunogenic, non-pyrogenic and biologically compatible [2].
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The fusion of ELP at the N or C terminus of a target protein at the genetic level, also
known as “ELPylation”, has been exploited for several applications, such as, for the
targeted delivery of therapeutic drugs [4], and for prolonging the half-life of drugs in vivo
[5]. However, the most remarkable benefit of using an ELP as a fusion partner is that it
allows the target protein to be purified using the thermally driven, phase transition
property of the ELP [6].
Using ELPylation for purification of therapeutic proteins should be particularly
interesting to biopharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, who spend vast amounts
of money and resources on the purification of their biologic drugs, which typically
involves a series of chromatography and filtration steps. For example Vimizim
(elosulfase alfa, RhGALNS) from Biomarin Pharmaceutical is purified in a sequence of
chromatography, viral inactivation and filtration, and ultrafiltration/diafiltration steps
(European Medicines Agency Assessment Report 2014). Similarly, Sylvant (Siltuximab
active substance) from Jansenn Biotech is purified by several purification steps (protein
A, cation exchange and anion exchange chromatography (European Medicines Agency
2014 Assessment Report)). It is believed that the downstream processing of proteins
(including purification) represent between 50 to 90% of the total cost of manufacture of a
recombinant protein [7].
Despite its potential appeal for reducing manufacturing costs, ELPylation has not
yet been used as a purification step in a commercially supplied therapeutic, although
PhaseBio Pharmaceuticals, Inc.’s VasomeraTM, which uses the ELP technology, has
successfully completed some early phase clinical trials. Accordingly, here we review the
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concept of ELPylation, its applications and benefits and provide some considerations for
translating the ELPylation purification strategy to biopharmaceutical protein purification.
2.2
PART I: INVERSE TRANSITION PROPERTY OF ELASTIN-LIKEPEPTIDES
2.2.1

Single ELP chains form aggregates via a “twisted filament” intermediate

The most commonly used ELP has the pentapeptide sequence (VPGXG)n where “X” is
seen as a guest residue that can be occupied by any amino acid except proline and “n”
indicates the number of repeats of the pentapeptide needed to achieve the desired ELP
chain length. The choice of the guest residue is known to directly impact the inverse
transition temperature property of the ELP. Hydrophilic guest residues increase the
inverse transition temperature while hydrophobic residues lower it. Proline cannot be
used as the guest residue because it destroys the inverse phase transition property of the
ELP [8]. “X” can be a single amino acid, or a combination of amino acids. For example,
the expanded sequence of ELP [Val5Ala2Gly3-90], which is the most widely used ELP
fusion construct [9] is [[VPGVG] 5[VPGAG] 2[VPGGG] 3]9. In this case, “X” is a
combination of Valines, Alanines and Glycines in a ratio 5:2:3. Single ELP chains exist
as random coils below their transition temperature, but form insoluble aggregates above
their transition temperature. The mechanism of aggregate formation is by random coiling
of single chain ELPs, which was first proposed by Urry et al [3], and is illustrated in
Figure 2.1. Random single ELP chains begin to assume a β-turn conformation, followed
by a β-spiral conformation and then stack up against each other to form “twisted
filaments” as they reach their transition temperature. Above their transition temperature,
the twisted filaments associate with each other to form insoluble aggregates.
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Below the Inverse Transition Temperature ELPs remain in
solution while they adopt different conformations

Random
coiled single
chain ELP

β spiral
conformation

Twisted
Filaments

Above the Inverse Transition
Temperature, ELPs form
aggregates

Aggregate

Aggregates go back into solution as temperature is reduced below the inverse transition
temperature

Figure 2.1 Formation of aggregates by single chain ELPs, as originally proposed by Urry
et al [3]. Figure is a modified version of that drawn by Kowalczyk et al [10].

2.2.2

ELP coblock polymersformaggregatesviaa“micelle”intermediate

An amphiphilic ELP chain which was designed to have a hydrophobic domain and
a hydrophilic domain was first reported by Lee et al [11]. The hydrophobic sequence was
designed as follows: [Val-Pro-Gly-Glu-Gly(Ile-Pro-Gly-Ala-Gly)4]14 while the
hydrophilic sequence was designed as follows: [Val-Pro-Gly-Phe-Gly(Ile-Pro-Gly-ValGly)4]16. The difference in polarity of the guest residues results in a drastic difference in
phase behavior between the domains which causes the ELP chain to form micelles in
aqueous solutions above the inverse temperature of the hydrophobic block, but below the
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inverse temperature of the hydrophilic block. When the temperature rises above the
transition temperature of the hydrophilic block, the amphiphilic ELP chains collapse into
an aggregate, as shown in Figure 2.2
Above the Inverse Transition Temperature of the
hydrophobic block, but below the inverse
temperature of the hydrophilic block, ELP coblock
polymers turn into spherical “micelles”

Above the Inverse Transition Temperature of
both the hydrophobic and hydrophilic blocks,
ELP coblock polymers form aggregates

Aggregate
Micelle
Intermediate
Aggregates go back into solution as temperature is reduced below the inverse transition temperature
of both the hydrophobic and hydrophilic blocks

Figure 2.2. Formation of aggregates by ELP coblock polymers. Figure is a modified
version of that drawn by Hassouneh et al [12]. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from
[12] . Copyright (2015) American Chemical Society.

2.3

PART 2: ELASTIN-LIKE PEPTIDES AS FUSION PARTNERS IN

DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS
In 1999, Chilkoti and coworkers discovered that the inverse transition property of an ELP
is maintained when the ELP motif is fused to another protein [6]. Since then, the use of
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ELPs as fusion partners has been reported for several purposes such as protein
purification, improvement of the half-life of target proteins, increase in expression
level/yields of desired proteins, as macromolecular carriers for the delivery of proteins,
and for thermal targeting for cancer treatments. Below, we review some of the existing
ELP fusion proteins to date, grouped by the host cell system used to express the protein
and the purpose for using ELP as a fusion partner.
2.3.1

Elastin-Like Peptide Fusion Proteins Expressed in Escherichia coli

In 2005, Massodi et al [13] showed that cell penetrating peptides can be fused to
elastin like peptides, and the fusion protein can be used as potential vehicles for
delivering drugs to cells. Different cell penetrating peptides (penatratin peptide (Antp)),
Tat peptide and MTS, a hydrophobic peptide) were fused to the N-terminus of an ELP
sequence and manufactured using E. coli. The team successfully demonstrated the
cellular uptake of the fluorescein labelled CPP-ELP in HeLA cervical carcinoma cells
indicating that CPP-ELPs have the potential of delivering therapeutics to cells, especially
cancerous cells. To prove this, the team fused a kinase inhibitor, p21, known to be toxic
to SKOV-3 cells, to the C-terminus of Antp-ELP (Antp-ELP-p21) and monitored its
uptake in the SKOV-3 cells. The fusion protein successfully inhibited proliferation of the
SKOV-3 cells.
In 2007, Kang et al [14] demonstrated the use of different chain lengths of ELP to
purify levansucrase, an enzyme that catalyzes the synthesis of levan from sucrose. (Levan
is a natural homopolymer of fructose). Levansucrase-ELP fusion gene was constructed in
a pUC19 vector and expressed using E. coli DH5α. The team successfully purified the
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fusion protein and showed that the activity of the levansucrase was maintained despite
the fusion to ELP. In the same year, Kim et al [15] reported the fusion ELP to
interleukin-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1ra) to allow for the cytokine to be immobilized on
self-assembled monolayers and to determine whether the immobilized IL-1ra would
induce changes in the inflammatory profile of target cells. The team showed that IL-1ra –
ELP caused monocytes stimulated with lipopolysaccharide (LPS) to decrease their
expression of pro-inflammatory cytokines and to increase the secretion of antiinflammatory cytokines.
In 2010, Hu et al [16] described the fusion of an antimicrobial peptide, Halocidin18
(Hal18), to an ELP in an attempt to improve the expression level and simplify the
purification process of the antimicrobial peptide. The team designed different ELP
sequences using Valine, Alanine and Glycine as guest residues in a 5:2:3 ratio and fused
that to Halocidin18 (Hal18), an 18 amino acid antimicrobial peptide. The team reported
that by using ELP as a purification tag, it allowed about 69 mg of Hal18 to be produced
from a 1 liter E.coli culture, which is much higher than the 29 mg of protein obtained
when polyhistidine was used as a purification tag. The final Hal18 product was cleaved
off of the ELP using hydroxylamine, and exhibited antimicrobial activity towards
Micrococcus luteus and antifungal activity against Pichia pastoris.
In 2011, Koria et al [17] demonstrated the fabrication of a fusion protein comprised
of elastin-like peptide and keratinocyte growth factor (KGF) for use in skin wound
healing. When tested in vitro, the fusion protein, which was expressed in E. coli retained
the performance characteristics of both KGF and ELP. The team showed that KGF-ELP
fusion protein nanoparticles enhanced reepithelialization and granulation of an excisional
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wound made on a diabetic mice. In the same year, Simnick et al [18] reported the fusion
of an NGR ligand to an ELP diblock copolymer with composition ELP [V1A8G7]64/ELP
[V] 90 that self assembles into monodisperse micelles. NGRs are peptides containing
Asparagine-Glycine-Arginine motifs that are known to target CD13 isoforms in tumor
vessels [19]. By fusing the NGR ligand to an ampiphilic diblock copolymer, and
subsequently inducing micelle formation, multiple NGR ligands would be presented to
the CD13 receptor. Multivalent binding of NGR to CD13 proceeds with much higher
affinity compared to monovalent binding. Using fluorescent reporters, the team showed
that NGR fused to the diblock copolymer resulted in greater accumulation in tumors
generated in nude mice compared to the low affinity which had been previously reported
for the NGR peptide in linear form [20]
In 2012, Moktan et al [21] fused the KLAKLAKKLAKLAK peptide (KLAK) to
the C-terminus of an ELP, which was attached to a cell penetrating peptide, SynB1 at its
N-Terminus (SynB1-ELP-KLAK). KLAK is known to induce apoptosis by disrupting the
mitochondria of cells, and as such is a promising molecule for cancer treatment. Based on
previous work (described above) which showed that fusing cancer cell penetrating
peptides to ELPs led to an improvement in cancer cell inhibition in response to
hyperthermia, the group monitored the cytotoxic effect of SynB1-ELP-KLAK on human
breast cancer cell lines. The team noted that the fusion protein was cytotoxic against the
cancer cells, and the potency was enhanced with hyperthermia.
In 2013, Amiram et al [22] showed that fusion of an ELP to glucagon-like peptide1 (GLP1), a type-2 diabetes drug, enhanced its stability profile. Although GLP1 is
potentially useful as a treatment against diabetes, its therapeutic benefit is severely
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limited by its short in vivo half-life. The team demonstrated that GLP1-ELP was more
stable in neutral endopeptidase, a protease that is known to degrade GLP-1 in vivo, as
compared to free GLP1. When used in mice, the group reported that a single injection of
the GLP1-ELP fusion protein was able to reduce blood glucose levels in mice for 5 days,
which is about 120 times longer than what was observed with free GLP1.
2.3.2

Elastin-Like Peptide Fusion Proteins Expressed in Mammalian and Plant

Cells
In 2006, Lin et al [23] reported the fusion of mini-glycoprotein130 to 100 ELP
repeats, and its expression in tobacco leafs. Glycoprotein 130 blocks interleukin-6 (IL-6)
signaling which is known to promote the pathology of autoimmune diseases such as
Crohn and rheumatoid arthritis in murine models Mini gp130 comprises the first three
(cytokine binding) domains of full-length gp130. Because its manufacture is expensive,
ELP tagging was specifically used to decrease manufacturing costs. Furthermore, tobacco
plant leafs are 10-50 times cheaper than E.coli as a production system. The team noted
that fusing mini gp130 to ELP allowed 141 µg of purified protein per gram of tobacco
leaf weight to be produced.
In 2008, Floss et al [24] reported the fusion of an ELP to an anti-HIV-1 monoclonal
antibody 2F5. The 2F5 antibody, which is being evaluated for the treatment of HIV, has
been expressed in both transgenic tobacco plants and Chinese hamster ovary cells; the
proteins expressed from both culture systems were determined to have similar quality
attributes and functionality. However, the team notes that the accumulation and yield of
2F5 produced in the plant cells were significantly lower than in mammalian cells. As
such they tagged ELP to 2F5 to evaluate the potential increase in accumulation of the 2F5
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antibody and more importantly to investigate if the post translational modifications of
2F5 (glycosylation) typically seen from mammalian cells will be maintained when it is
tagged with the ELP, and produced in plant cells. The team observed that attaching ELP
to 2F5 significantly increased the amount of the antibody produced from the tobacco leaf
cells compared to the antibody that lacked the ELP, an observation which has also been
reported by several researchers, including Scheller et al [25] and Patel et al [26], and is
attributed to the ability of the ELP tag to protect the target protein from hydrolysis and
from proteolytic enzymes, thereby increasing the protein yield [27]. They also
demonstrated that the fusion of 2F5 antibody’s light and heavy chains to ELP did not
impact the attachment of oligosaccharides to its glycosylation site, and that the
glycosylation patterns as well as the binding kinetics of 2F5-ELP made in plants was
similar to 2F5 antibody made in both Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells and plant cells.
In 2009, Floss et al [28] showed that the anti-HIV-1 antibody 2G12 can be
successfully fused to ELP, produced using tobacco cells, and that the final product shows
similar activity and glycosylation profile to native 2G12 which is normally produced in
CHO cells. Again in 2010, [29] published their work on the fusion of mycobacterial
antigens (TBAg) against tuberculosis (Ag85B and ESAT-6) to ELP and subsequent
expression in transgenic tobacco plants. ELP was tagged to TBAg and expressed with a
plant based system in an attempt to reduce the vaccine’s production cost. When the
fusion protein was used in both mice and pig models, the team noted that the fusion
protein was able to trigger antibodies and T-cells recognizing the Ag85B and ESAT-6 in
the fusion protein.
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In 2011, Phan et al [30] demonstrated the successful fusion of ELP to two avian flu
H5N1 antigens and their successful expression using transgenic tobacco plants. They
used a fluorescence-based assay to confirm the activity of the antigens. In subsequent
work published in 2013 [31], the team also demonstrated that the H5-ELP fusion proteins
provided effective protection against infection.
2.4

PART 3: ELPS AS TAGS FOR PROTEIN PURIFICATION VERSUS

EXISTING PURIFICATION TAGS
As shown in Table 2.1, several different fusion tags are commercially available to
standardize purification methods for recombinant proteins. Among several disadvantages
highlighted in Table 2.1, one common drawback with the existing purification tags is the
fact that most of them rely on affinity chromatography, which is costly, especially when
performed on a large scale.
In contrast, ELPs used as purification tags rely on a simpler and straightforward
purification procedure, and as a result can significantly reduce the production costs of
recombinant proteins. The purification of ELP fusion proteins involves a warm up step to
induce ELP-mediated aggregation and precipitation, a centrifugation step, and a redissolution of the precipitated protein in a desired buffer as shown in Figure 2.3. Two to
three rounds of the warming-centrifugation-resolubilization steps are generally sufficient
to purify the desired protein. ELPylation eliminates the need for expensive
chromatography equipment, resins and reagents, and as such represents a very cost
effective and an easy to scale up purification process.
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Figure 2.3. Purification of ELP proteins using its inverse phase transition property
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Table 2.1: Some Pitfalls of Existing Tags Used for Biopharmaceutical Purification
Purification
Tag

Mechanismofaction

Disadvantages

Referen
ces

Maltose
Binding
Protein
(MBP)

Affinity chromatography



Resin is expensive

The maltose binding protein has
affinity for immobilized amylose
resin in a column



Chromatography using
MBP tag doesn’tyield
samples with high
purity and additional
purification techniques
need to be employed

Poly histidine
tag (HIS)

Affinity chromatography



There is potential for a
protein with his tag to
form dimers or trimers
due to the existence of
metal ions
There is potential for the
co-elution of his-tagged
protein of interest with
other naturally existing
proteins that have the
histidine group

[34],
[35]



[36]

Proteins with the arginine tag are
purified using a cation exchange resin
SP-Sephadex. The arginine residues
can subsequently be removed using
carboxypeptidase B

Poly arginine tags might
have an impact on the
tertiary structure of
proteins with
hydrophobic C-terminal
regions.



Cleavage of the tag by
carboxypeptidase is
usually poor and not
specific

Glutathione
S-transferase
(GST)

Affinity chromatography



GST has poor solubility
and when fused to
proteins usually causes
the fusion protein to go
into inclusion bodies

[37]

FLAG tag

Affinity chromatography



Low binding capacity of
the FLAG tag, resulting
in expensive scale up
costs.

[38]



Resin is expensive

[39]

The histidine moiety of the protein
binds to immobilized metals such as
nickel or cobalt in a column.

Poly arginine
tag

Cation exchange chromatography
/affinity chromatography



The GST tag has an affinity for
immobilized glutathione

Chromatography column is filled
with Anti-FLAG resin. The FLAG
tag binds to the antibody
Strep-tag

Affinity chromatography
The Strep tag on the fusion protein
binds to Strep-Tacin which is
immobilized on a column

[32],
[33]
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2.5

PART 4: CONSIDERATIONS FOR TRANSLATING ELPYLATION TO

BIOPHARMACEUTICAL PROTEIN PURIFICATION
Despite its potential to significantly reduce the production costs of proteins, translating
ELPylation to biopharmaceutical manufacturing still remains a challenge for several
reasons, some of which we highlight below
2.5.1

Choice of Host Cell

As discussed above, E.coli has been the primary expression system for most ELP fusion
proteins which can be expressed in high yield by these cells [40]; however, these cells
lack eukaryotic post-translational systems, bacterial cell walls contain pro-inflammatory
compounds (i.e. endotoxin) that must be removed from the product, and the expressed
protein may sometimes lead to the formation of inclusion bodies which increases
processing needed for extraction of the protein from the bacteria [41]. For these reasons,
the preferred host cell expression system for biopharmaceutical protein manufacturing is
mammalian cells. In particular, Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells are especially
popular because of their ability to produce more human-compatible post-translational
modifications [42]. The CHO cell is a well-established and accepted cell line by
regulatory bodies for the production of therapeutic glycoproteins [42]. Table 2.2 is a
summary of all the biologic products that have been approved by the United States Food
and Drug Administration Center for Drug Evaluation and Research for the period from
2010 to 2014. As shown in the table, about 70% of the approved biologics were made in
mammalian host cell expression systems. While one abstract has been published on the
attempted production of an ELP fusion protein expressed in CHO cells (Wu and Wood,
AIChE 2008 Annual Meeting), limited information was provided, although the authors
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acknowledged that the ELP was found to be genetically unstable after incorporation into
the CHO cell genome. Indeed there could be potential challenges in incorporating the
tandem repeats of ELP into a CHO cell genome or into a mammalian expression system
due to the higher possibility for homologous recombination, which is deficient in most
E.coli strains used for protein expression [40, 41]. A breakthrough in this research area
could potentially open up this ELPylation technology to a wide range of
biopharmaceutical products. One potential solution to address this genetic instability
could be transient transfection of the ELP fusion protein into the CHO cell host system.
This could allow for a fully post-translationally modified fusion protein without the need
to develop a stable cell line. However, this is far from perfect since inherent variability in
the efficiency of transfection will likely increase batch-to-batch variation
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Table 2.2: Summary of biologics approved by the US FDA Center for Drug Evaluation and Research from 2010 to 2014
Trade name

Company

Approval
date

Expression cell

Trade
name

Company

Approval
date

Expression cell

Blincyto

Amgen

12//2014

CHO cells

Zaltrap

Sanofi-Aventis U.S.
LLC

08/2012

CHO cells

Opdivo

Bristol-Myers Squibb

12//2014

CHO cells

Granix
(Former
Neutroval)

Sicor Biotech UAB
(Teva Pharmaceuticals
Industries Ltd.

08/2012

E.coli

Keytruda

Merck Sharpe & Dohme
Corp

09/2014

CHO cells

Perjeta

Genentech Inc.

06/2012

CHO cells

Trulicity

Eli Lilly & Company

09/2014

CHO cells

Voraxaze

BTG International Inc.

01/2012

E.coli

Plegridy

Bioden Idec

08/2014

CHO cells

Erwinaze

Eusa Pharma (USA)
Inc.

11/2011

Erwinia chrysanthemi

Entyvio

Takeda Pharmaceuticals

05/2014

CHO cells

Eylea

Regeneron
Pharmaceuticals Inc.

11/2011

CHO cells

Tanzeum

GlaxoSmithKline

04/2014

Yeast

Adcetris

Seattle Genetics, Inc.

08/2011

NS0 cell

Cyramza

Eli Lilly and Company

04/2014

NS0 cells

Nulojix

Bristol-Myers Squibb
Company

06/2011

CHO Cells

Sylvant

Janssen Biotech

04/2014

CHO cells

Yervoy

Bristol-Myers Squibb
Company

03/2011

CHO cells

Vimizim

Biomarin
Pharmaceutical

02/2014

CHO cells

Benlytsa

Human Genome
Sciences Inc.

03/2011

NS0 cell

Myalept

Amylin Pharmaceuticals

02/2014

E.coli

Krystexxa

Savient
Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

09/2010

E.coli

Gazyva

Genentech

11/2013

CHO cells

Xeomin

Merz Pharmaceuticals
GMBH

07/2010

Clostridium botulinum
serotype A

Simponi

Janssen Biotech

07/2013

Murine
hybridoma cells

Prolia

Amgen, Inc

06/2010

CHO cells

Kadcyla

Genentech

02/2013

CHO cells

Lumizyme

Genzyme Corporation

05/2010

CHO cells

Abthraxtm

Human Genome
Sciences Inc.

12/2012

Murine cells

Xiaflex

Auxilium
Pharmaceuticals, Inc.

02/2010

Clostridium
histolyticum
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2.5.2

Potential Impact to Post Translational Modifications

Biopharmaceutical proteins often carry several post translational modifications. For
example, Advate® (octocog alfa) from Baxter is known to be heavily glycosylated, with
25 N-linked and 12 O-linked glycosylation sites [43]. Interrupting the post translational
modification of such proteins typically leads to improperly folded proteins, with little to
no activity and a potential for safety and immunogenicity problems [44].Therefore, it is
important to demonstrate that post-translational modifications of the target/desired
proteins are not impeded or altered when fused to ELP. This concern was addressed in
plant cells by Floss et al [24] who expressed an anti-human HIV-1 monoclonal antibody
to ELP in tobacco leaf cells. The goal of their work was to find out what the impact of the
fusion of the ELP to a heteromultimeric protein, such as an antibody, would have on
post-translational modifications. Mass spectrometry was used to quantify the N-linked
glycans attached the glycosylation site (Asparagine 297) on the antibody, and determined
that the N-glycan profiles of the anti-HIV-ELP protein were very similar to the free antiHIV protein, thus demonstrating that there was no interference of the ELP to the
attachment of oligosaccharides to Asparagine 297. More generally, studies to assess
whether or not the ELP tag can cause steric hindrance to glycan transferase or any other
post-translational modification systems would be important to translate the ELP
technology to biopharmaceutical proteins.
2.5.3

Considerations for Large Scale Manufacturing

2.5.3.1 Lysis Step
For the ELP proteins expressed using E. coli or plant based host systems, protein
products are trapped within the cells and recovering the protein involves using sonication
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or chemical-induced lysis. For large scale manufacturing, secreted production of the ELP
fusion protein might be desirable because it removes the cumbersome lysis step. It also
enables more different means of mass culturing; besides large batch fermenters, hollow
fiber systems and continuous culture methods may be used. As such, one consideration
for the application of ELPylation to the roughly 30% of biopharmaceutical proteins that
are currently manufactured in bacteria or plant cells, is to add a signal peptide to enable
secretion, and to design the ELP tag and temperature of the fermenter below the inverse
transition temperature of the fusion protein. The latter would ensure that the protein will
stay in solution during the expression phase.
2.5.3.2 Temperature Cycling (Precipitation of Target Protein and Resolubilization)
ELP fusion proteins are purified through a temperature dependent reversible cycle
where proteins change from soluble monomers to insoluble aggregates. The final purified
form of the protein is the soluble monomer which is usually stored at or below
refrigeration temperatures similar to other proteins. Setting up two bioreactors to perform
the temperature cycling at industrial scale should not be a concern since large scale
bioreactors are equipped with chillers/heat exchangers with efficient cooling and heating
capacities. However, a potential concern with precipitating the target protein is the
possibility for some aggregates to remain even after resolubilization. While considerable
work has been done confirming that proteins resolubilize when the temperature of the
batch is dropped below its inversion temperature, any residual aggregates will have to be
completely removed, as they may trigger undesired immune responses.
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2.5.3.3 Recovery of Precipitated Protein
The ELP technology generally relies on batch centrifugation for recovery of the
precipitated target protein, which is generally not scalable to manufacturing levels. The
batch centrifugation process can be adapted to a continuous flow ultracentrifuge, which
can separate a wide range of particles including nanoparticles, and is widely used for
cGMP industrial purification of viruses and proteins [45]. For example, two continuous
flow ultracentrifuges can be set up consecutively with two bioreactors and the pair preset
to two temperatures (one below and one above the inverse transition temperature of the
ELP fusion protein) to allow for two rounds of phase transition purification to be
performed. Alternatively, a continuous flow membrane filtration system could be used to
recover the precipitated protein, in lieu of batch centrifugation.
2.5.3.4 Volume Considerations
For purification by ELPylation to be successful, protein concentrations need to be
at least 100 µg of soluble expressed protein per liter of culture [46]. Since the amount of
medium used for batch fermentation of mammalian cells is typically large, if the protein
is expressed at a very low level, a volume reduction step may be needed to make it
feasible to use the temperature phase transition purification strategy. For example, a
unidirectional flow system such as tangential flow filtration equipment could be used as
an initial concentration step to concentrate the cell culture medium prior to initiation of
the temperature phase transition. Alternatively, it has been shown that free ELP will coaggregate with the ELPylated product; thus by adding excess free ELP it may be possible
to precipitate low levels of protein by phase transition [46].
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2.5.3.5 Potential Impact to Yield or Activity
Proteins which have been purified using the ELP technology typically have reported
yields of up to 500 mg/L [9], which is comparable to the titers obtained for some
biopharmaceutical proteins. However, some researchers have highlighted that the yields
for ELP fusion proteins were generally higher when the ELP tag was placed at the Cterminus instead of the N-terminus [47]. ELP tags, when fused at the C-terminus of
target proteins, resulted in approximately 50 to 90% higher yield of protein than when
fused at the N-terminus of the target protein [48]. Yet, the choice of fusing a specific
purification tag to either the N- or C- terminus of a target protein will depend on the
effect on the biochemical properties of the target protein. For obvious reasons, the
purification tag is preferably placed as far as possible from the protein’s receptor binding
region. If the latter is far from either the N- or C- terminus, either end may be used. This
preferred unidirectional positioning of the ELP purification tag could potentially be a
limiting factor if the specific biopharmaceutical protein has its binding epitope at or near
the C-terminus, and will need to be further investigated. As such, standardization of the
positioning of the ELP tag based on the properties of the target protein may need to be
further developed to allow for a multitude of biologicals to be purified using this
technology.
2.5.3.6 Cleavage of the ELP Fusion Tag – Potential Immunogenicity or Activity
Concerns
Similar to other purification tags, ELP tags can be cleaved off from the target
protein after purification, if the ELP tag is not desired in the final form of the protein.
This is easily achieved by engineering a protease cleavage site between the ELP tag and
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the specific target protein. Several researchers have reported the insertion of tobacco
etch virus (TEV) or thrombin recognition sites in the fusion protein, which have easily
been cleaved off with the relevant proteases along with the ELP tag after the final
purification step. In these cases, once the purification process using the ELP phase
transition property is completed, the protease manufacturer’s step for cleaving off the
protease site is followed and an additional temperature cycling step incorporated to
remove the ELP-protease cleavage site from the final target protein. While the process is
straightforward, residual amino acids from the protease sites could remain on the target
protein which could cause immunogenicity issues or could influence activity. As such,
the impact of residual amino acids from the typical protease cleavable sites used for ELP
fusion proteins needs to be thoroughly understood.
An alternative to using TEV and thrombin recognizable sequences as fusion linkers
is to use self-cleaving inteins [49]. The intein (and the ELP tag) can be triggered to split
from the purified target protein with a change in pH or an addition of thiol. With this
approach, any potential for the pH change or thiol addition to impact the physicochemical
properties of the final protein will need to be assessed.
2.5.3.7 Other Considerations – ELP Fusion Scaffolds
As an alternative to using ELP as a fusion partner to the target protein for
purification, some researchers have also developed ELP affinity scaffolds such as ELPProtein G, ELP-Protein L, ELP-z and ELP-zz for potential purification of
immunoglobulins by affinity precipitation [50], [51]. This technology has the potential to
resolve some of the above mentioned issues of using ELP as a purification tag for
biopharmaceutical purification. For example, since the ELP scaffolds are not fused to the
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target molecules, concerns about incorporating an ELP fusion protein into mammalian
host cells and the potential for the ELP tag to impact post translational modification are
eliminated.
2.6

CONCLUSIONS
The thermal responsiveness of elastin like peptides, coupled with their non-toxicity,

biocompatibility and non-immunogenicity make them a desirable class of fusion tags for
several applications such as targeted drug delivery, enhancing the half-life of drugs and
more significantly, for protein purification. Although numerous works have been
published showing the effectiveness of ELP fusion tags for protein purification, the
technology has not yet been adapted to make it feasible for use in biopharmaceutical
protein purification.
Future approaches that seek to adapt the ELP technology to the purification needs of the
biotech industry, should include


tailoring it to proteins manufactured in CHO cells,



ensuring that the ELP tag does not impact the post translational modification,
yield and activity of the target protein ,



assessing the scalability of the technology to the equipment, volumes and systems
used in large scale protein purification,



removing residual protein aggregates to eliminate the possibility of unwanted
immune responses,



understanding the impact of residual amino acids (which could remain after
cleavage of the ELP tag) on the activity and immunogenicity of the target protein.
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The above adaptations will allow ELPylation to be attractive to several
biopharmaceutical companies who spend immense amounts of money on their protein
therapeutics purification.
2.7
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3. CHAPTER 3: The development and characterization of SDF1α-elastin-likepeptide nanoparticles for wound healing
Note: This chapter is reproduced from the following publication written by Agnes
Yeboah:
Agnes Yeboah, Rick I. Cohen, Renea Faulknor, Rene Schloss, Martin L. Yarmush,
Francois Berthiaume. The development and characterization of SDF1α-elastin-likepeptide nanoparticles for wound healing. Journal of Controlled Release (Submitted,
2015)
3.1

INTRODUCTION
In the United States, approximately $25 billion are spent annually on the treatment of

chronic skin wounds [1], which are characterized by prolonged and excessive
inflammation [2], and are prone to recurrent infections [3]. High levels of proteolytic
activity degrade endogenous growth factors [4], resulting in poor angiogenesis,
granulation and re-epithelialization [5]. Although this could be remediated by the
application of exogenous growth factors at the wound site, potential therapeutic peptides
are inactivated by the same proteolytic mechanisms.
Stromal cell-derived factor1 (SDF1), a key mediator of the wound healing response,
has been reported by several literature sources to recruit endothelial progenitor cells that
proliferate and differentiate into mature vascular endothelium [6, 7], which contributes to
the revascularization which is needed to support re-epithelialization [8-10]. Others have
suggested that are potentially many different cellular targets for SDF1 [11], making its
role in the wound healing process more complicated.
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Repeated high doses of topical SDF1, although costly and impractical, can achieve
therapeutic efficacy [12]. Methodologies to increase SDF1 stability in vivo include
mutating its protease cleavage sites [13-15], engineering derivatives of the molecule with
a better stability profile [16, 17], [18] and incorporating it into biomaterials [19-21] or
liposomes [22]. Nonetheless, all of these methods require expensive procedures for
producing and purifying recombinant proteins.
Elastin-like peptides (ELPs) are nonimmunogenic, non pyrogenenic and biologically
compatible [23] derivatives of tropoelastin with pentapeptide repeats of Valine-ProlineGlycine-(Xaa)-Glycine, where Xaa can be any natural amino acid except Proline. ELPs
reversibly aggregate into nanoparticles and become insoluble above a transition
temperature. ELPs can be also be expressed as fusion proteins together with a wide range
of bioactive peptides, in which case they can be used as an inexpensive way to purify the
protein [24],[25],[26]. ELP-based fusion proteins, by forming nanoparticles, have been
shown to protect biomolecules from proteolysis [27], and can act as “drug depots” that
release the biomolecules over an extended period of time [23]. Here, we describe the
development and characterization of an SDF1-ELP fusion protein that exhibits in vitro
activity similar to that of free SDF, but is much more effective in vivo.
3.2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.2.1

Cloning of SDF1-ELP

SDF1-ELP is a fusion protein which consists of the human growth factor SDF1 and an
elastin-like peptide (ELP). A pET25B+ plasmid with 50 pentapeptide repeats of ELP as
described by Koria et al [28] was used for cloning. The plasmid was obtained from the
Center Engineering in Medicine, Massachusetts General Hospital. Sequencing of the
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plasmid by Genewiz Inc. indicated the presence of XbaI and NdeI restriction sites at the
N-terminus of the ELP in the plasmid. SDF1 was fused to ELP via these 2 restriction
sites. The NdeI and XbaI restriction enzymes and DNA ligation kit used for cloning were
obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific. The SDF1 gene string used was designed and
ordered from Life Technologies as follows:
GGCACCTCGATTAGTTCTCGTCTAGAATGAATGCGAAAGTCGTTGTCGTGCTG
GTGTTGGTCTTAACTGCACTGTGTTTGTCTGATGGTAAACCGGTGAGTCTTTCG
TACCGTTGCCCGTGCCGTTTCTTCGAATCACATGTTGCTCGCGCGAACGTGAA
ACACCTGAAAATTTTGAATACGCCGAATTGCGCACTGCAGATTGTGGCGCGTC
TGAAAAACAATAACCGCCAGGTATGCATCGACCCTAAACTGAAGTGGATTCAA
GAATATCTTGAAAAAGCACTTAACAAAGGTGGGGGTGGCTCTGGGGGCGGTG
GTTCCGGAGGTGGTGGATCACATATGGAGTTCATGCGCTTCAAGGT
Key
Forward primer sequence added for PCR: GGCACCTCGATTAGTTCTCG
Xba1 site: TCTAGA
SDF1 Gene stringTM: Underlined sequence
Linker (G4S)3: GGTGGGGGTGGCTCTGGGGGCGGTGGTTCCGGAGGTGGTGGATCA
NdeI site: CATATG
Reverse primer sequence added for PCR: GAGTTCATGCGCTTCAAGGT

The SDF1 Gene stringTM was amplified using Pfu Ultra II (Agilent Technologies) and
Kapa Hifi (Kapa Biosystems) polymerases. Sequencing of the final cloned product was
performed by Genewiz Inc. Subsequent to the successful cloning, site directed
mutagenesis was performed by GenScript on the pET25B+ vector with SDF1-ELP, to
bring an out of frame His tag on the plasmid in frame. The final cloned product, SDF1ELP in pET25B+ vector, with an “in-frame” His tag was confirmed by Genewiz Inc.
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3.2.2

Expression of SDF1-ELP Fusion Protein

The pET25B+ vector with SDF1-ELP was retransformed in E. coli (BL21 Star DE3),
which was obtained from Invitrogen by Life Technologies. One bacteria colony was
picked for an overnight culture in 5 ml LB medium containing 25µg/mL carbenicillin.
The overnight culture was used to inoculate 500 mL of terrific broth supplemented with
100 mM of L-proline (Fisher Scientific) and with 25µg/mL carbenicillin. The culture was
monitored until it reached an optical density at 600 nm of about 0.6, after which 0.5 mM
of IPTG (Sigma) was added to induce the protein. The culture was left overnight. The
next day, the culture was centrifuged at 3000 x g, and the pellet diluted with 40 ml of
PBS and the suspension sonicated twice on ice for 9 min in cycles of 10 s on and 20 s off.
Poly(ethyleneimine) solution (Sigma Aldrich) was added to a final concentration of 0.5%
w/v to remove residual DNA, and after centrifuging, SDF1-ELP protein transition to
nanoparticles was induced with the addition of 1M NaCl and warming to about 40°C.

3.2.3

Purification of SDF1-ELP Fusion Protein

3.2.3.1 Using ELP Inverse Transition Temperature Cycling
The inversion temperature of SDF1-ELP protein was obtained by warming up a sample
of protein from 20°C to 50 °C while observing the change in optical density in a
spectrophotometer (Spectramax, Molecular Devices), and was determined to be ~35°C.
SDF1-ELP protein was purified by warming the protein to 40°C, thus inducing
aggregation, centrifuging at the same temperature, and then resuspending the pellet in
PBS at 4°C, thus disaggregating the particles. Two rounds of temperature cycling were
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used and the final SDF1-ELP nanoparticles were obtained by warming up the purified
protein above its inverse temperature to ~40°C. For control studies, the ELP protein
alone, and another fusion protein, KGF-ELP [28] were expressed and purified similarly.

3.2.3.2 Using Nickel NTA Chromatography
We also purified SDF1-ELP using traditional nickel NTA chromatography using the
protocol described in the Qiagen® Ni-NTA Spin Kit Handbook. The imidazole used to
prepare the different buffers needed for purification was from Thermo Fisher Scientific,
while the benzonase endonuclease was obtained from Merck KGaA. Lysosyme was
obtained from Thermo Fisher.

3.2.4

Physical Characterization

3.3.3.1 SDS-PAGE
An 8–16% Mini-PROTEAN® TGX™ 10 well, 50 µl Gel from Bio-Rad Laboratories,
Inc. was used in a Bio-Rad Mini Protean Tetracell. All relevant reagents for the assay
were obtained from Bio-Rad. SDF1-ELP Protein in 1X PBS buffer was diluted with
loading buffer and run under native conditions on the gel.

3.3.3.2 Western Blot
SDS-PAGE gels were transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane (Bio-Rad
Laboratories), blocked with blotting-grade blocker (Bio-Rad Laboratories), treated with
anti-human SDF1 (Peprotech) and incubated overnight at 4°C. After thorough washing
with TBST, goat anti-rabbit IgG HRP (Abcam) was added. The blots were rinsed,
exposed to ECL substrate and exposed to film to detect the positive SDF1 bands.
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3.3.3.3 Circular Dichroism
A Circular dichroism spectrometer (Model 420SF) was used to obtain secondary
structure information on SDF1-ELP. The equipment was run at 4°C, and a CD signal
obtained for wavelengths between 190 and 260 nm. In separate experiments, CD signals
were also obtained for ELP and for SDF1. The raw CD signal was corrected for
concentration of the individual proteins (SDF1-ELP: 15µM; SDF: 25µM; ELP: 4µM) and
path length of the cuvette.

3.3.3.4 Particle Size and Charge
SDF1-ELP in PBS (~50 µM) was used to measure particle size in a Zetasizer Nano series
(Malvern, Piscataway, NJ) set to 37°C. Gold nanoparticles (100 nm; Sigma Aldrich) was
used for calibration. Particles were put on a 200 mesh Lacey Carbon Copper TEM Grid
(SPI Supplies/Structure Probe Inc.) and transmission electron micrographs (TEM) images
were obtained on a Topcon (Piscataway, NJ) microscope. SDF1-ELP in PBS (~20 µM)
was used to measure nanoparticle charge in a Zetasizer Nano-ZS (Malvern).
3.2.5

Binding Activity

A Biacore™ T200 was used to measure binding affinity of SDF1-ELP to CXCR4. SDF1ELP, free SDF1 (Peprotech) and ELP were mobilized on different channels on a Series S
Sensor Chip CM4 (General Electric). The first channel on the sensor chip was left blank
and used as a reference. The chip temperature was set to 37°C. Kinetic experiments were
done with 5 different concentrations of recombinant human CXCR4 (Creative Biomart)
diluted in PBS (0.74nM to 60nM). Sensograms obtained for SDF1-ELP and SDF1 were
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subtracted from the reference channel signal and the curves were fitted to a one-site
interaction model using the Biacore T200 software.
3.2.6

Biological Activity - Calcium Flux Assay

The bottom of 12-well plates was coated with 125µL of fibronectin solution (200µg/mL
in PBS and 1000X Pluronic® F-68; Sigma) each. HL-60 cells were washed in Hanks
buffered saline solution supplemented with calcium and magnesium (HBSS+; Life
Technologies). The cells were then suspended to 106 cells/mL in HBSS+, incubated with
4µM fluo-4 acetoxymethylester (AM) for 45 min at 37°C, washed again in HBSS+, and
plated at a density of 5x105 cells/well on the fibronectin-coated wells. Cell were allowed
to attach to the plates for 15 min at 37°C, unattached cells were aspirated, and 250 µL
HBSS+ added. Background images were taken using an Olympus IX81® microscope, the
HBSS+ was removed, and replaced with 250 µL of SDF1-ELP, free SDF1, ELP alone, or
KGF-ELP. Images were taken for the next 3.5 min, the test solutions removed and
replaced with 1µg/mL ionomycin (EMD Millipore), and imaged again for 3.5 min.
Fluorescence intensity was quantified on the digital images by ImageJ software (NIH)
after background was subtracted.
3.2.7

Nanoparticle versus Monomeric Activity of SDF1-ELP

To investigate whether biological activity resides in the nanoparticle vs. the monomeric
form of SDF1-ELP, SDF1-ELP at a concentration of 8µM in 500 µL PBS was warmed
up to 40°C to initiate nanoparticle formation and pipetted into a 1.5mL Nanosep® and
Nanosep MF centrifuge tube with a 10nm nominal pore size (Pall Corporation). The tube
was centrifuged at 5000 x g for 5 min at 40°C to separate monomers (which end up in the
filtrate) from nanoparticles (which remain on top of the membrane). 600 µL of the
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filtered SDF1-ELP monomer, or SDF1-ELP nanoparticles, made to a concentration of
100nM in HBSS+ were used as the test solutions, with a control group using unfiltered
SDF1-ELP (100nM).
3.2.8

Stability studies in Elastase

SDF1-ELP and SDF1 (both at 10 μM) were incubated with ~1 μM of elastase (197 units /
mg protein; Sigma) at 37°C for 12 days. Samples were taken on day 0, 4, 8 and 12 and
subjected to western blot analysis as explained in Section 2.4.2
3.2.9

Animal Studies

3.2.9.1

Diabetic mice wound assay

Animal studies were conducted in accordance with a protocol approved by the Rutgers
University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). Genetically modified
diabetic mice (BKS.Cg-Dock7m +/+ Leprdb/J) were ordered from Jackson Laboratory and
were used at the age of 10 weeks. On the day before surgery, the back of mice was
shaved and depilated using clippers and Nair™ cream, followed by thorough rinsing with
water. On the day of surgery (the next day), the mice were put under isoflurane
anesthesia and betadine scrub (Purdue Products) and 70% ethanol were applied
alternatively to prepare the dorsal skin area for surgery. Wounds were created by
excising a 1 cm x 1 cm square of full thickness skin on the back the mice, using a premade template. Test solutions (SDF1-ELP, SDF, ELP and plain PBS) were prepared in
fibrin gels to prevent them from leaking away when pipetted on the wound area. Fibrin
gels were prepared as previously described [28]. Briefly, SDF1-ELP, SDF1, ELP, and
plain PBS were mixed with 6.25 mg/mL of fibrinogen (Sigma Aldrich). The SDF1-ELP
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and ELP were incubated at 37°C for 1 hour to initiate particle formation. Prior to
application to the wound, 120 µL of the individual fibrinogen with treatment solution was
mixed with 30 µl of thrombin (12.5 U/mL, Sigma Aldrich). The mixture was
immediately applied to the wound and allowed to gel for up to 2 min, after which the
wounds were covered with Tegarderm™ (3M) and secured using sutures (Henry Schein).
The wound was monitored over a period of 42 days. Digital photographs were captured
weekly, and compared to the initial photographs using Image J (NIH). The wound
closure percentage was calculated as(1 −

3.2.9.2

remaining wound area
initial wound area

) x 100.

Wound tissue histology

On post-wounding day 42, all the animals were sacrificed and the wound area excised.
The tissues were placed in a surgical casket and fixed in 10% formalin (VWR) for 24
hours after which they were transferred to a jar with 70% ethanol and stored at 4°C. For
histology, tissues were embedded in paraffin and thin sections were stained with
picosirius red to visualize collagen deposition as well as morphological features of the
skin. Image J was used to determine the epidermal and dermal thickness. Values shown
are averages of two different tissue sections per group, with three 4x magnification fields
evaluated per section.
3.2.10 Statistical Analysis
Statistical comparisons were performed using KaleidaGraph software. The Fisher Least
Significant Difference was used to analyze the data from two independent groups, after
performing a one way ANOVA. A p-value <0.05 is considered statistically significant. A
p-value of <0.05 is represented by a star (*) on the graphs while a p-value of < 0.01 is
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represented by two stars (**) or by two plusses (++) on the graphs; both are considered
statistically significant.
3.3

RESULTS

3.3.1

Cloning of SDF1-ELP

ELP was fused to the C-terminus of SDF1 via a linker sequence motif comprising of
three repeats of four glycines and 1 serine (G4S)3 as shown in Figure 3.1A. This relatively
long linker (total of 15 amino acids) allows for a wide separation between the ELP chain
and the binding region of SDF1, which is located on residues 1-9 at the N-terminus [29].
The pET25B+ expression plasmid used for the SDF1-ELP cloning is shown in Figure
3.1B. After cloning, the plasmid and SDF1-ELP were mutated to bring a 6X Histidine tag
in frame, to allow it to be used for epitope detection and as a purification tag.

A

B

Figure. 3.1: Design and cloning of SDF1-ELP. (A) Cloning of SDF-ELP was done using
a peT25B+ expression vector.

SDF1 was fused to ELP using the XbaI and NdeI

restriction sites. The plasmid with SDF1-ELP was mutated to put a 6X Histidine tag in
frame with the protein sequence. The plasmid diagram was obtained using SnapGene®
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software (from GSL Biotech; available at snapgene.com). (B) Pymol rendition of SDF1ELP. SDF1 (in yellow) is separated from ELP (red) by a linker (in blue) comprising 3
repeats of 4 glycines and 1 serine. SDF1 monomer sequence was extracted from Ryu et
al.[30] (RSCB Protein Data Bank ID: 2J7Z). The ELP portion was modeled using ITASSER software [31],[32],[33].

3.3.2

Purification and Characterization of SDF1-ELP

3.3.2.1 SDS-PAGE and Western Blot
The bacterial lysate containing the SDF1-ELP product was initially separated using the
histidine-tag (6-His) on a nickel-NTA column (Figure 3.2A). The final product revealed
multiple bands. We also used the ELP-dependent aggregation property; after two rounds
of temperature cycling above and below the inverse temperature of 35°C, a single band
was observed (Figure 3.2B). The purified protein by inverse temperature cycling was
stained with a monoclonal anti-SDF1 antibody, showing a clear band at ~31 kDa (Figure
3.2C), consistent with the predicted molecular mass of SDF1-ELP.
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Figure. 3.2: Comparative purity assessment of SDF1-ELP by SDS-PAGE.
(A)Representative gel image of protein purified using Nickel NTA Column. (B)
Representative gel image of protein purified using inverse temperature cycling. Lane 1 is
the profile of the purified protein; Lane 2 is the molecular weight (MW) ladder and lane 3
is the corresponding identification of the MW marker. (C) Representative gel image
shown when the purified SDF1-ELP protein using the inverse temperature cycling is
analyzed by Western blot. Lane 1 is the SDF1-ELP band at 31 kDA. Lane 2 is the
molecular weight ladder, and Lane 3 is the corresponding identification of the MW
marker.

3.3.2.2 Circular Dichroism (CD)
CD spectra were obtained for SDF1, ELP and SDF1-ELP to ascertain if secondary
structure of SDF1 was retained in the fusion protein. Figure 3.3 shows representative CD
spectra for the 3 molecules. The result with SDF1 is consistent with a mixture of α
helices, β sheets and random coils as depicted by Ryu et al [30]. In the case of ELP, a
highly disordered structure is observed based on the very negative dip in the spectrum at
around 205nm. For the SDF1-ELP, the spectrum suggests the presence of α helices and
appears to have less random coils, thus at least some aspects of the secondary structure of
SDF1 is preserved when fused to ELP.
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Figure. 3.3: CD spectra of (A) SDF1, (B) ELP and (C) SDF1-ELP. The raw CD spectra of the molecules were subtracted from
their respective buffers, and normalized to the path length of the cuvette and their respective concentrations (SDF1-ELP:
15µM; SDF: 25µM; ELP: 4µM). CD signals with CD Dynodes above 700 were not included.
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3.3.2.3 Particle Size and Charge
TEM images of the nanoparticles show a size of approximately 600 nm, which is
corroborated with particle sizing data of 560 ± 28 nm obtained from the Zetasizer. The
net charge on the protein surface was measured as approximately +3 mV.

B

A

Gold nanoparticles

SDF1-ELP
nanoparticles

Figure. 3.4: Size of SDF1-ELP Nanoparticles. (A) TEM image of a single SDF1-ELP
nanoparticle. Bar = 200 nm; (B) Chromatogram of SDF1-ELP nanoparticles (~600nm)
and 100nm diameter gold nanoparticles run on the Zetasizer.

3.3.3

Binding and Biological Activity

3.3.3.1 CXCR4 Receptor Binding Studies using Surface Plasmon Resonance
Binding affinity of the fusion protein to CXCR4 was compared to that of free SDF1, as
well as ELP alone by surface plasmon resonance. ELP alone exhibited very little to no
binding to CXCR4 as compared to the blank reference channel, as would be expected
(Figure 3.5A). SDF1-ELP bound to CXCR4 with a dissociation constant (KD) estimated
to 1.14 nM (Figure 3.5B). The binding of free SDF1 to CXCR4 yielded a KD of 0.3 nM
(Figure 3.5C). By way of comparison, values reported in the literature for SDF1 range
from 1.32 to 6nM [34-36].
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A

B

C

Figure. 3.5: Surface plasmon resonance analysis of CXCR4-SDF1 binding. SDF1-ELP, SDF1 and ELP were captured on
different channels of a CM4 chip and the binding of different concentrations of CXCR4 (0.74 nM to 60 nM) to the individual
proteins was measured in a single kinetic experiment. The first channel was left blank and used as reference channel. The
reference channel subtracted binding curves were fitted to a one site interaction model. Each step on the sensogram represents
binding to a specific concentration of CXCR4, starting from the smallest concentration (0.74 nM) and ending at the highest
concentration (60 nM). (A) Sensogram for free ELP and the reference channel, where no binding is expected to occur. N=3.
(B) SDF1-ELP binding to CXCR4 fitted sensogram. N=3. (C) Representative binding of free SDF1 to CXCR4 fitted
sensogram.
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3.3.3.2 Calcium Flux Study
To characterize the biological activity of SDF1-ELP, we measured its effect on
intracellular calcium release in HL60 cells. A dose response of SDF1-ELP and free SDF1
in the range of 100 to 1000 nM for each was performed on HL60 cells preloaded with the
cytosolic calcium ion sensitive dye Fluo 4. We noted that SDF1-ELP at 1000nM caused
the highest intracellular calcium release (Figure 3.6). Furthermore, SDF1-ELP at 100nM
and 1000nM exhibited slightly higher responses compared to free SDF1 at the same
concentrations.
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A

B

Figure. 3.6: Dose response using SDF1-ELP (and SDF1) on intracellular calcium release as measured by Fluo-4 in HL60 cells.
(A) Time course of cell manipulations and Fluo-4 fluorescence intensity. (B) Fluo-4 fluorescence measured 30 s into the assay
minus fluorescence measured at the starting point. N=6.
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We then directly compared the effect of SDF1-ELP at two representative doses (the
highest response of SDF1-ELP - 1000nM; a typical dose of SDF1 used in the literature
[37] – 10 nM) to several negative controls, namely ELP alone, KGF-ELP, and plain
medium. As shown in Figure 3.7, ELP and KGF-ELP triggered a small rise in calcium
levels and plain medium had no effect at all. In addition, 1000nM SDF1-ELP caused a
significantly higher intracellular calcium rise as compared to 10 nM SDF1 as well as any
of the negative controls.
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A

B

Figure. 3.7: Effect of SDF1-ELP, SDF1 and plain medium on intracellular calcium release as measured by Fluo-4 in HL60
cells. (A) Time course of cell manipulations and Fluo-4 fluorescence intensity. (B) Fluo-4 fluorescence measured 30 s into the
assay minus fluorescence measured at the starting point. N=6. (*: p < 0.05, one way ANOVA, Fisher’s LSD post-test).
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SDF1-ELP preparations are expected to contain primarily SDF1-ELP nanoparticles that
are at equilibrium with monomers. To attempt to determine whether biological activity
was primarily in the monomeric vs. nanoparticle fractions, we separated freshly
aggregated SDF1-ELP by filtration through a 10nm pore membrane, and compared the
calcium rise triggered by the filtrate (assumed to mainly consist of SDF1-ELP
monomers) vs. the material on top of the membrane (assumed to mainly consist of SDF1ELP nanoparticles). A higher calcium release was obtained from the top fraction
containing the SDF-ELP nanoparticles, as compared to the bottom fraction containing the
SDF1-ELP monomers although the difference was not statistically significant. (Figure
3.8).
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Figure. 3.8: Comparison of the effect of SDF1-ELP nanoparticles versus SDF1-ELP monomers on intracellular calcium
release as measured by Fluo-4 in HL60 cells. (A) Time course of calcium concentration as measured by Fluo 4AM
fluorescence. (B) Fluo-4 fluorescence measured 30 s into the assay minus fluorescence measured at the starting point. N=6.
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3.3.4

Stability Studies in Elastase

To investigate the stability of SDF1-ELP in elastase, one of the proteases that are known
to degrade SDF1 in vivo [38], we incubated SDF1-ELP and SDF1 in elastase over a
period of 12 days. Samples collected at 4 day intervals were subjected to a Western blot
analysis. We noted that SDF1-ELP remained intact throughout the incubation period
(Figure 3.9A), while no positive bands were seen for the SDF1 samples (Figure 3.9C).

Figure. 3.9 Degradation of SDF-ELP or SDF by elastase. SDF1-ELP and SDF1 were
incubated in elastase over a 12 day period. Samples were pulled at 4 day intervals and
subjected to Western blot analysis. (A) Representative blot of SDF1-ELP samples after
incubation in elastase. (B) Lane 1, labelled L is the molecular weight ladder. Lane 2,
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labelled (-) is SDF1 with no elastase. (C) Representative blot of SDF1 samples in
elastase. No SDF positive bands are seen in any of the lanes.

3.3.5

In Vivo Activity

The bioactivity of SDF1-ELP was tested in vivo using a diabetic mouse model.
Excisional wounds (1 x 1 cm2) were created on the back of diabetic mice and were
treated with 1000nM SDF1-ELP nanoparticles in fibrin gels, 1000nM of free SDF1 in
fibrin gels, 1000nM ELP nanoparticles in fibrin gels, or fibrin gels with plain medium
(used as vehicle control). The closure of the wound was monitored over a period of 42
days. We noted that the wounds treated with SDF1-ELP were more closed than any other
group at all time points of observation (Figure 3.10). In fact, by postwounding day 21, the
SDF1-ELP treated wounds were about 95% closed, and 100% closed on day 28, while
the mice in the remaining groups did not fully close until day 42. Although the SDF1
group exhibited a trend towards faster closure at postwounding day 14, this group was
essentially the same as the ELP and vehicle control at days 21 and beyond. The ELP and
vehicle control groups followed closely each other during the entire study. Wound tissues
harvested and stained on day 42 exhibited a continuous epidermis, confirming wound
closure in all groups. However, both the epidermis and dermis were significantly thicker
in the SDF-ELP group (Figure 3.11).
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Figure. 3.10: Effect of SDF1-ELP on skin wound closure in diabetic mice. Full-thickness
excisional wounds were treated with fibrin gel with SDF1-ELP particles, fibrin gel
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containing free SDF1, fibrin gel containing ELP particles or plain fibrin gel (vehicle
control). (A) Representative images of the wounds on different days. On postwounding
day 28, the wound treated with SDF1-ELP was fully closed, while in the other groups it
was still open, only fully closing by day 42. (B) Quantified wound closure as a function
of time. N = 5. (** and ++: p <0.01, one way ANOVA, Fisher’s LSD post-test; (++) =
SDF1-ELP compared to SDF1, (**) = SDF1-ELP compared to ELP or plain fibrin)

A
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Figure. 3.11: Morphology of wounds excised on post-wounding day 42. (A) Wounds
were stained with the collagen stain picosirius red, which also makes it easy to identify
the main skin layers. Structures are labeled as: E= epidermis; D= dermis; F = fat.
Representative images are shown. Blue arrows represent epidermal layer thickness.
Green arrow represents dermal layer thickness. (B, C) Thickness of the epidermis and
dermis, respectively, as quantified by ImageJ. Values shown are averages of two (2)
different tissue sections per group, with three (3) 4x magnification fields evaluated per
section (N = 10). (**: p <0.01, one way ANOVA, Fisher’s LSD post-test)

3.4

DISCUSSION

In this study, we generated a fusion protein with SDF1 and ELP domains that forms
nanoparticles of ~600 nm in size above its inverse transition temperature. We verified
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that SDF1-ELP binds the SDF1 receptor CXCR4 with similar affinity compared to free
SDF1, and that the in vitro biological activity (intracellular calcium release) of SDF1ELP is very similar to that of free SDF1 when using HL60 cells as responders, which
express CXCR4 [39]. When applied to excisional wounds on the back of diabetic mice,
the SDF1-ELP nanoparticles significantly accelerated wound closure as compared to free
SDF1, ELP alone, or vehicle. Wounds treated with SDF1-ELP nanoparticles closed
around 21 days post wounding, representing a 50% decrease compared to the other
groups, which required up to 42 days to fully close. Furthermore, the SDF1-ELP treated
wounds healed with a significantly thicker epidermal and dermal layer as compared to the
other groups.
Previous work has demonstrated the ability of topically applied recombinant
SDF1 to promote wound healing in experimental animals when used in high and repeated
doses [12]. This is however impractical and very costly [40]. Our goal was to design an
SDF1 derivative that would have similar activity compared to pure recombinant SDF1,
but would also have a simpler purification process (thereby reducing manufacturing
costs), and could be used as a substitute for SDF1 therapeutic applications. For this
purpose, we used a fusion protein approach whereby ELP was chosen as the fusion
partner because the ELP portion has a tendency to self-assemble above a transition
temperature to form nanoparticles that can be separated by simple centrifugation [26],
[28], [41],[42]. Thus, the SDF1-ELP fusion protein can be purified using a nonchromatographic, but thermally driven, method based on the phase transition property of
ELP. We fused the ELP at the C-terminus of SDF1 with an intervening 15 amino acid
residue linker to limit potential interference of the long ELP chain length on the activity
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of the SDF1 binding domain which is known to be at the N-terminus [29]. We chose a 50
pentapeptide repeat for the ELP sequence motif based on previous work which showed
that this elastin cassette has an inverse transition temperature which is lower than
physiological [28]; in fact we measured an inverse temperature of about 35°C, thus
ensuring that the majority of the protein is in nanoparticle form in the wound.
The SDF1-ELP nanoparticles bound the CXCR4 receptor with high affinity, with a KD
=1.14nM, which is close to the reported values for free SDF1 ranging from 1.32 to 6nM
[34-36]. The biological activity of SDF1-ELP, as measured by intracellular calcium
release in HL60 cells, was dose dependent and very similar to that of free SDF1.
Furthermore, we noted that the system was not saturated and more calcium was released
when the concentration of either SDF1 or SDF1-ELP was increased to 1000nM. Similar
observations have been reported in calcium imaging studies of cardiomyocytes stimulated
with SDF1, where a saturation of the response did not occur until SDF1 concentration
reached 5000 nM [43]. Based on the low KD for the binding to CXCR4, we would
however expect the CXCR4 receptors to be about 99% bound in the presence of 100 nM
SDF1 or SDF1-ELP. It is therefore likely that other processes besides ligand-receptor
binding, such as endocytosis and further intracellular processing of the SDF1-CXCR4
complexes play a quantitative role in mediating the cellular response [44].
While the binding and cellular effects of SDF1-ELP were similar to that of SDF1
in vitro, SDF1-ELP significantly outperformed SDF1 in vivo. The wounds treated with
SDF1-ELP were about 95% closed by postwounding day 21, while those treated with
SDF1 were only about 70% closed. By day 28, the wounds treated with SDF1-ELP were
100% closed, while those treated with free SDF1 were only about 80% closed. Wound
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treated with SDF1, ELP, or vehicle, took 42 days to fully close. It is noteworthy that
wound cross-sections exhibited a significantly thicker epidermis and dermis compared to
the other groups. This finding is similar to that previously reported by Koria et al [28],
where KGF-ELP induced a higher proliferation of keratinocytes, which resulted
significant increase in reepithelialization in full-thickness wounds made on diabetic mice
as compared to the controls. While angiogenesis is the most commonly presumed
mechanism of SDF1, a recent review suggests potentially many different cellular targets
for SDF1 [11], making the role of SDF1-CXCR4 in the wound healing process more
complicated. The mechanism of action of SDF1-ELP is therefore unclear.
Because SDF1-ELP had superior in vivo performance compared to SDF1, while
both behaved almost identically in vitro, we hypothesized that SDF1-ELP nanoparticles
are more stable in the diabetic wound environment compared to SDF1. Prior studies
suggest that the ELP fusion proteins can serve as “drug depots” with a better stability
profile and/or in vivo half-life than the free target protein [23]. For example, glucagonlike peptide-1 (GLP1; a potential type-2 diabetes drug) fused to ELP is more resistant to
proteolysis by neutral endopeptidase, which is known to degrade GLP1 in vivo, as
compared to free GLP1 [27]. The same study also shows that a single injection of the
GLP1-ELP fusion protein was able to reduce blood glucose levels in mice for 5 days,
which is about 120 times longer than what has been observed for the free GLP1.
Similarly, we observed that SDF1-ELP was very stable in elastase which is known to
degrade free SDF1 in vivo [38].
We used our in vitro intracellular calcium release assay to quantify the activity
of SDF1-ELP monomers as compared to the nanoparticles. We noted that more activity
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appeared to be in the nanoparticle versus the monomeric fractions, although the
difference was not statistically significant. In fact, it seemed that bioactivity was
contributed by both nanoparticle and monomeric forms. Based on this we cannot
conclude that release from the nanoparticle was necessary for bioactivity.
In conclusion, we have developed an SDF1-ELP fusion protein that has comparable
biological and binding activities to recombinant human SDF1, and also has the ability to
self-assemble into nanoparticles below physiological temperatures, making it a potential
drug depot for use in chronic wound treatment.
While our research focus is on skin wounds, our SDF1-ELP fusion protein
nanoparticles may be useful for other wound healing applications, such as in myocardial
infarction, where SDF1 has been reported to recruit stem cells to promote local tissue
regeneration [14, 45].
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4. CHAPTER 4: SDF1α-elastin-like-peptide fusion protein promotes cell
migration and revascularization of experimental wounds in diabetic mice
Note: This chapter is partially reproduced from the following publication written by
Agnes Yeboah:
Agnes Yeboah, Rene Schloss, Martin L. Yarmush, Francois Berthiaume. “SDF1αelastin-like-peptide fusion protein promotes cell migration and revascularization of
experimental wounds in diabetic mice” Advances in Wound Care (To be submitted,
2016)
4.1

INTRODUCTION

The management of wound healing and subsequent scarring remains a challenge for
health care professionals. Chronic wounds are especially difficult to treat as the wound
repair process is interrupted by underlying medical conditions such as diabetes and
immunosuppression, leading to a prolonged and excessive inflammatory phase [1], and
persistent infections [2] to wound. The high levels of inflammatory cells induce the
production of serine proteases and matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) that degrade and
inactivate the components of the extra cellular matrix and growth factors needed for
wound healing [3].
Studies have demonstrated that topical growth factors are promising therapeutics
for non-healing wounds [4], and their effectiveness have been demonstrated in nonclinical animal models. Despite its therapeutic potential, one of the biggest challenges in
the development of exogenous growth factors for clinical use is designing effective drug
delivery platforms and technologies that ensure the safe and prolonged release of growth
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factors at the wound site during the entire skin regeneration process. This is because the
quantity and bioavailability of exogenous growth factors are usually impaired by the
same proteolytic activities that degrade their endogenous counterparts. To date, the only
topical growth factor that has received US Food and Drug Administration approval for
wound healing is recombinant human platelet-derived growth factor PDGF (Regranex®)
[5], which although has been shown to be effective at treating leg ulcers, needs to be used
in multiple applications due to degradation by proteinases. However, an FDA instigated
black box on the product label warns of an increased risk in cancer deaths in patients who
used multiple application of the growth factor.
One growth factor which has been shown to enhance the closure of skin wounds
is Stromal cell-Derived Growth Factor 1-alpha (SDF1) [6]. SDF1 is known to promote
revascularization which is needed for re-epithelialization [7-9] by recruiting endothelial
progenitor cells that differentiate into mature vascular endothelium [10, 11]. However,
similar to Regranex®, repeated and high doses of topical SDF1 was needed to achieve
therapeutic efficacy [6] in animal models, making its potential use commercially not
only expensive and impractical, but its translation to the clinic likely to face significant
regulatory hurdles as repeated application of SDF1 is also known to enhance tumor
progression [12].
In the previous chapter, we showed the development of an SDF1 derivative,
SDF1-elastin-like peptide (SDF1-ELP) with a similar in vitro bioactivity as SDF1, but a
superior in vivo efficacy. In this chapter, we show that while SDF1-ELP promotes the
migration of cells and induces vascularization similar to SDF1 in vitro, it is more stable
in wound fluid. When applied to full thickness skin wounds in diabetic mice, wounds
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treated with SDF1-ELP exhibited more endothelial cells (CD31 positive cells) as
compared with SDF1 and vehicle controls, suggesting increased vascularization.

4.2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

4.2.1

Synthesis and characterization of SDF1-ELP

The design, development and characterization of SDF1-ELP were described in the
previous chapter. Briefly, SDF1-ELP was made by juxtaposing human SDF1 to an
elastin-like peptide (ELP) in a pET25B+ vector. The fusion protein was expressed in
E.coli and purified using a unique property conferred by the ELP, which enables it to
reversibly aggregate into nanoparticles above its inverse transition temperature. 2 cycles
of temperature cycling and centrifugation were used to isolate SDF1-ELP. Purity and
identity of SDF1-ELP were confirmed using SDS-PAGE and Western Blot, respectively.
Particle size was confirmed using a Zetasizer (Malvern instrument) and transmission
electron microscopy. The binding and biological activity of SDF1-ELP was determined
using surface plasmon resonance technology (SPR) via a Biacore equipment (GE Health
Care) and a calcium flux assay, respectively.
4.2.2

SDF1-ELP-Mediated HL-60 Chemotaxis Assay.

To evaluate chemotactic responses to SDF1-ELP, we used the Human Leukemia-60 (HL60) cell line, which highly expresses the SDF1 receptor CXCR4 [13], in Boyden
chambers. The HL60 cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection
(ATCC, Manassas, Virginia) and were cultured in Iscove's Modified Dulbecco's Medium
(ATCC) supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum (Gibco by Life Technologies) and
1% penicillin-streptomycin (Life Technologies). HL-60 cells were cultured in this
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medium until they reached a concentration of about 106 viable cells/mL. A total of 105
cells (in 100 µl) were placed on top of Transwells (Falcon™ Cell Culture Insert,
Transparent PET Membrane 8.0µm pore size; Corning). The bottom of the Transwells
was filled with 600 µL of SDF1-ELP, free SDF1, ELP alone, or another fusion protein,
keratinocyte growth factor (KGF)-ELP [14] . Plates were incubated at 37°C for 1, 2 and 4
h. The number of cells that migrated to the bottom of the well was counted using a
hemacytometer (Hausser). The results were normalized to the initial 105 added cells.
4.2.3 Separation of Chemotactic Activity in Monomeric and Nanoparticle Forms of
SDF1-ELP.
The SDF1-ELP fusion protein forms nanoparticles above its inverse temperature,
previously determined to be about 35ºC. We prepared SDF1-ELP at a concentration of
8µM in 500 µL PBS and warmed the solution up to 40°C to initiate nanoparticle
formation and pipetted it into a 1.5mL Nanosep® and Nanosep MF centrifuge tube with a
10nm nominal pore size (Pall Corporation). The tube was centrifuged at 5000g for 5 min
at 40°C to separate monomers (which end up in the filtrate) from nanoparticles (which
remain on top of the membrane). We reran the cell migration studies with 600 µL of the
filtered SDF1-ELP monomer, or SDF1-ELP nanoparticles, made to a concentration of
250nM in medium as the test solutions, with a control group using unfiltered SDF1-ELP
(250nM), and additional groups using 10 nM recombinant SDF1, or plain medium.
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4.2.4

Quantification of SDF1-ELP Monomer Release from Nanoparticles.

To investigate the release of SDF1-ELP monomers from nanoparticles over time, SDF1ELP was prepared at a concentration of 1000nM in Iscove's Modified Dulbecco's
Medium (ATCC) supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum and 1% penicillinstreptomycin. The solution was incubated at 37ºC to initiate nanoparticle formation. After
0, 1, 2, 3 and 6 h of incubation, SDF1-ELP monomers were separated from nanoparticles
by centrifugation in Nanosep tubes as described earlier. The filtrate (50 µL) containing
the SDF1-ELP monomers was pipetted onto a nitrocellulose membrane placed inside a
dot blot apparatus, along with recombinant human SDF1 (Peprotech) standards between 0
to 125 nM. The nitrocellulose membrane was allowed to air dry, after which it was
blocked with blotting-grade blocker (Bio-Rad Laboratories), treated with an anti-human
SDF1 (Peprotech) and incubated overnight at 4°C. After thorough washing with TBST, a
secondary goat anti-rabbit IgG-horseradish peroxidase antibody (Abcam) was added.
Once the nitrocellulose membrane was developed, the amount of SDF-ELP monomers
shown on the dot blot membrane was quantified using SDF1 standards also on the same
membrane.

4.2.5 In Vitro Angiogenesis Assay
The ability of SDF1-ELP to induce angiogenesis was measured using an in vitro
vascularization assay. We cultured Human Umbilical Vascular Endothelial Cells
(HUVECs; Life Technologies) in a 75cm2 tissue culture flask in Medium 200
supplemented with Low Serum Growth Supplement (Life Technologies) until they were
80% confluent. 289µL of 10 mg/mL of Matrigel (Corning Lifesciences) was thawed on
ice overnight and spread evenly over the wells of a 24 well plate. The plates were
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incubated for 40 min at 37ºC to allow the Matrigel to gel. Trypsinized cells were
transferred to a conical tube and centrifuged at 180 x g for 7 minutes until the cells were
pelleted. Cells were resuspended to a concentration of 4 x 105 cells / mL using nonsupplemented Medium 200PRF (Life Technologies). SDF1-ELP (1000nM), SDF1
(1000nM) and ELP (1000nM) were prepared in 300 µL of the cell suspension (total of
1.2 x 105 cells) and pipetted onto the Matrigel. The negative control was plain media,
while the positive control was basic fibroblast growth factor (25nM). After about 20-22
hours of incubation of the plate at 37°C, the cells were removed and the plates were
washed twice with HBSS. The final wash was replaced with calcein AM (Life
Technologies) prepared to a concentration of 8 µg/mL in HBSS. The plates were
incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes, after which they were washed twice with HBSS.
Images were acquired at 10X magnification using an Olympus IX81® microscope.
4.2.6

Stability in Diabetic Wound Fluid

To investigate the persistence of SDF1-ELP protein nanoparticles in a wound site, 10µM
of SDF1-ELP, SDF1 or ELP were incubated for 15 days in human diabetic wound fluid
or in PBS vehicle. Wound fluid from the left abdomen of a diabetic patient was used for
the studies. The use of the human wound fluid was approved by the Rutgers Institutional
Review Board. Initially, we investigated background bioactivity in the diabetic fluid
itself, as it may mask the effect of the test proteins. We diluted the wound fluid with
Iscove Modified Dulbecco Medium (IMDM) from 1X (no dilution) to 1200X, and tested
chemotactic activity of the resulting solution as described above.
Based on our previous experience with the cell migration assay, we diluted 10 µM SDF1,
which had been incubated in wound fluid for 15 days, down to 10 nM (1000X wound
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fluid dilution). Similarly, 10 µM SDF1-ELP were incubated in wound fluid for 15 days,
and then diluted down to 250 nM using IMDM (40X wound fluid dilution). We then
performed the migration assay to compare chemotactic activity of free SDF1 vs. SDF1ELP after the 15 day incubation period. As negative controls, we used 10 µM ELP preincubated for 15 days in wound fluid, also diluted down to 250 nM ELP, plain media, and
plain wound fluid diluted 40X with IMDM.

4.2.7

In Vivo Bioactivity of SDF-ELP vs. free SDF1.

4.2.7.1 Animals
All animal studies were approved by the Rutgers University Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committee (IACUC). Ten-week old, genetically modified diabetic mice from
Jackson Laboratory (BKS.Cg-Dock7m +/+ Leprdb/J) were used.

4.2.7.2 Wound Experiments
One day prior to the surgery, the hair on the back of the mice was completely removed
and the shaved area was thoroughly washed with water. The next day (day of surgery),
the mice were put under isoflurane anesthesia and their dorsal area sterilized for surgery
with a sequential application of betadine scrub (Purdue Products) and 70% ethanol. 1 cm
x 1 cm square excisional wounds were created on the back of the mice using a pre-made
template. Test solutions consisting of SDF1-ELP, SDF, ELP and plain PBS, were
prepared in fibrin gels as previously described and applied onto the wound area, after
which the wounds were covered with Tegarderm™ (3M) and secured using sutures
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(Henry Schein).

4.2.7.3 Histological Processing and analysis
After 7, 28 and 42 days post wounding, the animals were sacrificed and the wound area
excised. The tissues were fixed in 10% formalin (VWR) for 24 hours, and then stored at 2
- 8°C in 70% ethanol. For histology, tissues were embedded in paraffin and thin sections
were stained for CD31 positive cells using a primary rabbit polyclonal anti-CD31
antibody (Abcam). The number of CD31 positive cells in the stained sections was
quantified using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). Values shown are
averages of two different tissue sections per group, with about three different fields
evaluated per section.

4.2.8

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using KaleidaGraph software. Data from two
independent groups were analyzed using the Fisher Least Significant Difference, after
performing a one way ANOVA. A p-value of <0.05 is represented by a star (*) on the
graphs while a p-value of < 0.01 is represented by two stars (**) on the graphs; both are
considered statistically significant.

4.3

RESULTS

4.3.1

Chemotactic Activity of SDF1-ELP vs. Free SDF1

The ability of SDF1-ELP to promote the migration of HL60 cells, which express CXCR4
[13], was evaluated in Transwells. As shown in Figure 4.1, SDF1-ELP caused a dosedependent migratory response up to 1000 nM. A dose of 250nM SDF1-ELP achieved
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approximately the same percent cell migration as 10nM free SDF1, which was used as
positive control. This concentration of free SDF1 is reported to induce a robust migratory
response [15]. Negative controls included vehicle consisting of plain medium with no
peptide, ELP alone, or KGF-ELP, which is mitogenic for keratinocytes [16], but for
which HL60 cells do not express the receptor. Very little migration was seen in all of the
negative controls used.

Figure 4.1: Chemotactic activity of SDF1-ELP towards HL60 cells. (A) HL60 cells were
put on the top of 8 µm pore Transwells. The bottom of the wells was filled with 600 µL
IMDM with SDF1-ELP, free SDF1, ELP alone, or KGF-ELP at the concentrations
shown. The number of migrated cells was measured after 1, 2, and 4 h at 37°C. N=6 for
each condition. SDF1-ELP migration results after 1, 2 and 4 h were statistically
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compared with the corresponding SDF1 migration results (*: p < 0.05, one way ANOVA,
Fisher’s LSD post-test. NS=not statistically significant).

4.3.2

Chemotactic Activity of SDF-ELP Nanoparticles vs. Monomeric Form

Since chemotaxis was measured at physiological temperature (37°C), which is only
slightly above the SDF1-ELP inversion temperature of about 35°C, both monomeric and
nanoparticle forms of SDF-ELP may be present in this assay. We therefore probed to
what extent the monomers and nanoparticles contributed to the observed migration
response by separating them through a 10nm nominal pore size membrane. As a control,
we also used free SDF1 on similar membranes. The HL-60 cell migration experiment was
repeated using the monomers (which end up in the filtrate), nanoparticles (which remain
on top of the membrane), as well as unfiltered SDF1-ELP. As shown in Figure 4.2, the
chemotactic activity of the monomeric fraction was significantly greater than that of the
nanoparticle fraction; however, a significant amount of migration occurred with the
nanoparticle fraction as well. Thus, HL60 migration may be contributed by both forms of
SDF1-ELP, with a predominant effect of the monomeric form.
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Figure 4.2: Chemotactic Activity of SDF-ELP Nanoparticles vs. Monomeric Form.
SDF1-ELP nanoparticles were separated from monomers by centrifugation through a 10
nm pore size membrane. HL60 migration was measured using SDF1-ELP nanoparticles
that remained on top of the membrane, as well as the SDF1-ELP monomers that passed
through the membrane. N=6 for each condition. (*: p < 0.05, one way ANOVA, Fisher’s
LSD post-test).

4.3.3

Chemotactic Activity – Release of SDF1-ELP Monomers from Nanoparticles

We measured how much SDF-ELP monomer was released out of the nanoparticles over
the time course of the migration study. Dot blot quantitation of the filtrate as a function of
incubation time revealed a time-dependent increase after a lag of about 1 h, as shown in
Figures 4.3A and B. The fraction of SDF1-ELP monomers released at the end of the
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incubation time of 4 h can be estimated to be about 8%. Therefore, when using a total
SDF-ELP concentration of 250 nM during the HL60 chemotaxis study, the concentration
of SDF-ELP monomer can be estimated to be around 20 nM.

A

B

Figure 4.3: Release of SDF1-ELP monomers from nanoparticles. (A) SDF-ELP
nanoparticles were incubated in medium at 37°C for up to 6 h. Samples retrieved at
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different time points were analyzed by dot blot along with free SDF1 standards. B) The
fraction of SDF-ELP monomers released at each time point was estimated by measuring
using the pixel intensity of the dot blot images compared with the SDF1 standards using
ImageJ. N = 3
4.3.4

In Vitro Endothelial Tube Formation

The ability of SDF1-ELP to promote angiogenesis was evaluated in a tube formation
assay using HUVECs. SDF1-ELP, SDF1 and ELP were prepared to concentrations of
1000nM in HUVEC suspensions and pipetted onto Matrigel-coated plates. The test
solutions were prepared to match the concentrations which we had been previously tested
in animal studies. The angiogenic activities of the test solutions were compared with
bFGF, used as positive control [17]. After a 22 hour incubation at 37°C, followed by
staining with calcein AM, fluorescence images show the multicellular structures that
formed in each condition. Similar to bFGF, Both SDF1-ELP and SDF1 promoted tube
formation and capillary-like networks, while ELP and vehicle controls had no such
effects (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: Tube formation assay. Representative fluorescent images of capillary-like
structures formed by HUVECs plated on matrigel (N=3), in presence of (A) free SDF1;
(B) SDF-ELP; (C) ELP alone; (D) bFGF used as positive control; (E) plain medium, used
as negative control. Scale bar: 200 µm

4.3.5

In Vitro Stability in Human Diabetic Wound Fluid

To compare the stability of SDF1-ELP vs. SDF1 in a wound environment, we measured
the bioactivity of each protein after prolonged incubation in human diabetic wound fluid.
Because wound fluid by itself is chemotactic to HL60 cells, we tested the chemotactic
activity of different dilutions of wound fluid on HL60 cells, and found that wound fluid
diluted between a range of 40 to 1200X had a minimal chemotactic effect (Figure 4.5A).
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After a 15 day incubation of 10 µM SDF1-ELP, SDF1 and ELP in 1X wound fluid, we
diluted the solutions to concentrations that will allow us repeat our cell migration
experiment (Figure 1), but with minimum interference from the wound fluid itself. As
such. SDF1 was diluted down to 10 nM (1000X wound fluid dilution), whereas SDF1ELP and ELP were diluted down to 250nM (40X wound fluid dilution). Additional
negative controls for the experiment were wound fluid diluted 40X, and plain media.
As shown in Figure 4.5B, the chemotactic activity of free SDF1 after incubation in
wound fluid was significantly reduced, as compared to SDF1-ELP.

A
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B

Figure 4.5: Chemotactic activity of SDF-ELP vs. SDF after incubation in wound fluid.
(A) Wound fluid (WF) was diluted between ranges of 40 to 1200X with IMDM and used
to perform an HL-60 cell migration assay, to understand the chemotactic effect of the
wound fluid on the cells. (B) SDF1-ELP and SDF1 were incubated in wound fluid for 15
days and used to perform an HL-60 cell migration assay. N=6 for each condition. (*: p <
0.05, **: p < 0.01, one way ANOVA, Fisher’s LSD post-test).

4.3.6

SDF-ELP vs. SDF1-mediated Wound Healing Response in Diabetic Mice

SDF1 is known to promote revascularization which is needed for re-epithelialization of
chronic wounds [7-9]. SDF1-ELP was more stable during ex vivo wound fluid incubation
than SDF1, under idealized in vitro conditions, they had similar angiogenic potential. To
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determine whether SDF1-ELP was more effective in actual wounds, we treated excisional
wounds in diabetic mice with a single dose of SDF-ELP, free SDF1, ELP alone, or plain
fibrin (vehicle) control. Wound tissues were harvested after 7, 28 and 42 days post
wounding and stained for CD31+ cells (Figure 4.6A). The total number of CD31+
positive cells per field was evaluated using ImageJ. The results indicated that SDF1-ELP
promoted higher numbers of CD31+ cells as compared to free SDF1, ELP alone, or plain
fibrin (vehicle) control (Figure 4.6B).

A
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B

Figure 4.6: Distribution and quantification of CD31+ positive cells per field in wound
tissues. Wound tissues were harvested after 7 and 42 days post wounding and stained for
CD31+ cells. Histology slides were visualized using a 10x objective. Scale bar = 10 µm.
Images shown are representative for wounds harvested on: (A) Day 7: pictures of
histology slides were taken at the entrance of the wound. Day 28 and day 42: pictures
were taken inside the wound area. Structures are labeled as: E= epidermis; D= dermis.
(B) The number of CD31 positive cells at the different time points was quantified using
ImageJ. Representative images are shown. A total of 3 animals per treatment group were
used and 2 different tissue sections (N=6) were analyzed per group, with three (3) 10x
magnification fields evaluated per section. (**: p <0.01, one way ANOVA, Fisher’s LSD
post-test).
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4.4

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we explored the mechanism of action of SDF1-ELP that may explain its
superior in vivo performance to free SDF1 as discussed in our previous chapter. In vitro,
SDF1-ELP promoted the migration of cells and induced vascularization, similar to SDF1.
However, when both SDF1-ELP and SDF1 was incubated in wound fluid ex vivo for an
extended period of time, SDF1-ELP fusion protein nanoparticles were stable while SDF1
lost its biological activity. When applied to an excisional wound made on the dorsal area
of diabetic mice, SDF1-ELP instigated a higher amount of vascular endothelial cells as
compared SDF1 and the remaining controls.
We modelled the chemotactic potential of SDF1-ELP with HL60 cells, which also
expresses the CXCR4 receptor. We noted that a higher concentration of SDF-ELP
nanoparticles (250nM or more) was needed to achieve the same migration effect as 10
nM of SDF because the migration effect mainly resulted from the monomer phase of the
fusion protein. The nanoparticles acted as a depot which slowly released monomers
causing a gradient in the transwell, which instigated the movement of cells from the top
to the bottom of the transwell. About 8% of SDF-ELP monomers were released from the
nanoparticles during the 4 hour migration experiment with the HL60 cells. We noted that
this observation is positive and attractive for in vivo application because unlike
recombinant free SDF1 that is immediately released for use and could be available for
rapid degradation degraded by proteases, SDF1-ELP monomers, even if degraded by
proteases is expected to be regenerated by the depot of nanoparticles that will reside at
the wound site. Based on the particle size of our SDF1-ELP nanoparticles, approximately
150 SDF1-ELP monomers is available for use, estimated as follows:
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Volume occupied by SDF1-ELP monomer = (1.21 × MW) A3 ≈ 40 nm3
Diameter of SDF1-ELP nanoparticle ≈ 600 nm
Approximate Volume of nanoparticle (assuming spherical shape) ≈ 3,202,560
nm3
This implies there are about 3,202,560 /40 ≈ 80,064 molecules of SDF-ELP
monomers in one particle
Several investigators have reported the ability of SDF1 not only to attract endothelial
progenitor cells, but to also induce vascularization in endothelial cells. For example,
Strasser et al [18] and Chen et al [19] reported angiogenesis induced by SDF1 in human
umbilical vascular endothelial cells while Mirshahi et al [20] reported SDF1 induced
vascularization in human microvasculature endothelial cells. We observed that SDF1ELP (and SDF1) induced vascularization using HUVEC cells similar to what had been
previously reported.
However, despite the similar in vitro bioactivity of SDF1-ELP to SDF1, we observed
SDF1-ELP to be more stable in ex vivo wound fluid when compared to SDF1. SDF1ELP was stable after 15 day incubation in wound fluid, while free SDF1 was biologically
inactive. This is similar to Olekson et al’s [21] report that SDF-1 was rendered
biologically inactive, when incubated in wound fluid ex vivo.
As such, we used our animal studies to investigate if the better stability profile of SDF1ELP in wound fluid will imply that it will enable a higher amount of endothelial cells in
the wound area. As expected, SDF1-ELP promoted a higher amount of vascular
endothelial cells throughout the wound healing timeline, as compared SDF1 and the
remaining controls.
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We therefore conclude that the stability of SDF1-ELP allows it to be retained in the
chronic wound to promote a higher amount of revascularization which leads a higher rate
of wound healing as compared to SDF1 and other controls. SDF1-ELP is a promising
agent for the treatment of chronic skin wounds.
4.5
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5

CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS

5.1 KEY FINDINGS

5.1.1

Summary of dissertation findings

The goal of the dissertation was to investigate the therapeutic potential of a derivative of
SDF1, SDF1-ELP in the treatment of skin wounds. This goal was broken down into
specific aims as follows:


develop SDF1-ELP fusion proteins and characterize the physical properties of the
nanoparticles for use in wound healing;



compare the in vitro and in vivo biological activity of SDF-ELP to free SDF1



explore the mechanism of action of SDF1-ELP versus free SDF1

We found that the recombinant fusion protein comprised of SDF1 and an elastin-like
peptide conferred the ability to self-assemble into nanoparticles. The fusion protein
showed binding characteristics similar to that reported for free SDF1 to the CXCR4
receptor. The biological activity of SDF1-ELP, as measured by intracellular calcium
release in HL60 cells was dose dependent, and also very similar to that of free SDF1. In
contrast, the biological activity of SDF1-ELP in vivo was significantly superior to that of
free SDF1. When applied to full thickness skin wounds in diabetic mice, wounds treated
with SDF1-ELP nanoparticles were 95% closed by day 21, and fully closed by day 28,
while wounds treated with free SDF1, ELP alone, or vehicle were only 80% closed by
day 21, and took 42 days to fully close. In addition, the SDF1-ELP nanoparticles
significantly increased the epidermal and dermal thickness of the healed wound, as
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compared to the other groups. We investigated the mechanism of action and properties of
SDF1-ELP that led to its superior in vivo performance than free SDF1. We noted that
SDF1-ELP promoted the migration of cells and induced vascularization similar to SDF1,
but was more stable in ex vivo wound fluid when compared to SDF1. When applied to an
excisional wound created on the dorsal area of diabetic mice, SDF1-ELP promoted a
higher amount of CD31+ (vascular endothelial) cells as compared SDF1 and the
remaining controls.
5.1.1.1 SDF1-ELP forms nanoparticles above its inverse transition temperature
SDF1 was cloned into a plasmid backbone which contained 50 pentapeptide repeats of
ELP. The inverse temperature for the ELP polypeptide had been previously been
determined to be around 40°C [1] . The inverse transition temperature for the SDF1-ELP
fusion protein was determined to be ~35°C. This aligns with Trabbic-Carlson et al’s
observation [2] that fusing a target molecule could change the inverse transition
temperature of the ELP. Above its inverse transition temperature, SDF1-ELP formed
nanoparticles with an approximate size of 600 nm.
5.1.1.2 SDF1-ELP has similar in vitro biological and binding activity as SDF1
We used the Surface Plasmon Resonance principle of a Biacore instrument to understand
the binding activity of SDF1-ELP to its receptor, CXCR4. This technology was used as it
eliminates the need to ‘iodine-label’ the SDF1-ELP (which has been the case for SDF1CXCR4 binding data reported by other researchers [3],[4]). The use of the Biacore
allowed for the real time, safe and robust collection of binding data. The SDF1-ELP
fusion protein bound the CXCR4 receptor with high affinity, with a KD =1.14nM, which
is close to the reported values for free SDF1 ranging from 1.32 to 6 nM [3-5]. We used
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the Human Leukemia-60 (HL-60) cell line which is known to highly and reliably express
the SDF1 receptor CXCR4 [6] to evaluate the in vitro bioactivity of SDF1-ELP and noted
that the intracellular calcium release of SDF1-ELP is very similar to that of free SDF1
when using HL60 cells as responders, confirming that SDF1-ELP and SDF1 have similar
in vitro biological activity.
5.1.1.3 SDF1-ELP significantly accelerated wound closure as compared to free
SDF1, ELP alone, or vehicle. The SDF1-ELP treated wounds healed with a
significantly thicker epidermal and dermal layer as compared to the other groups
We evaluated the in-vivo efficacy of SDF1-ELP by delivering it to excisional wounds
made on diabetic mice and observed for wound closure over a period of time. After
wounds had healed, we harvested wound tissues for histology and analyzed the collagen
deposition as well as morphological features of the skin. Wounds treated with SDF1-ELP
nanoparticles closed around 21 days post wounding, representing a 50% decrease
compared to the other groups, which required up to 42 days to fully close. In addition, the
wounds treated with SDF1-ELP exhibited a significantly thicker epidermal and dermal
layer as compared to the other groups.
5.1.1.4 SDF1-ELP promotes the migration of cells and induces vascularization
similar to SDF1 in vitro
SDF1 is chemokine that is known to contribute to angiogenesis by recruiting endothelial
progenitor cells (EPCs) from the bone marrow through a CXCR4 dependent mechanism
[7]. Also, SDF-1 is known to have a neovascularization effect on endothelial cells by
inducing cell proliferation, differentiation, sprouting and tube formation in vitro and
preventing apoptosis of endothelial progenitor cells [8], [9]. We evaluated the
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chemotactic ability of SDF1-ELP to investigate its potential to promote the migration of
HL60 cells, which express CXCR4, in Transwells. SDF1-ELP caused a dose-dependent
migratory response up to 1000 nM. A dose of 250nM SDF1-ELP achieved approximately
the same percent cell migration as 10nM free SDF1, which is the concentration of free
SDF1 reported to induce a robust migratory response [10]. We observed that the
migration of cells was mainly instigated by SDF1-ELP monomers that were slowly
released out of SDF1-ELP nanoparticles depot over the course of the migration assay.
We also evaluated the ability of SDF1-ELP to promote angiogenesis in a tube formation
assay using HUVECs and noted that SDF1-ELP promoted tube formation and capillarylike networks similar to SDF1.
5.1.1.5 SDF1-ELP is more stable in elastase and in wound fluids as compared to
SDF1
Other researchers have reported that ELP fusion proteins can serve as “drug depots” with
a better stability profile and/or in vivo half-life than the free target protein [11]. For
example, Amiram et al [12] showed that glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP1; a potential
type-2 diabetes drug) fused to ELP was more resistant to proteolysis by neutral
endopeptidase, which is known to degrade GLP1 in vivo, as compared to free GLP1
To compare the stability of SDF1-ELP versus SDF1 we incubated the two proteins in
elastase and wound fluid and evaluated their stability profile. For the elastase experiment,
samples were collected at 4 day intervals and subjected to Western blot analysis. We
noted that SDF1-ELP remained intact throughout the incubation period while no positive
bands were seen for the SDF1 samples. For the wound fluid experiments, we measured
the bioactivity of each protein after prolonged incubation in human diabetic wound fluid
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and noted that the chemotactic activity of free SDF1 after incubation in wound fluid was
significantly reduced, as compared to SDF1-ELP.
5.1.1.6 SDF1-ELP instigated a higher amount of vascular endothelial cells as
compared SDF1 and the remaining controls.
As previously mentioned, SDF1-ELP was more stable after ex vivo wound fluid
incubation than SDF1, and under idealized in vitro conditions, they had similar
angiogenic potential. We were therefore interested in probing whether the combined
observation of SDF1-ELP’s stability in wound fluid and it’s in vitro angiogenic potential
wound help explain its superior in vivo performance than free SDF1. We treated
excisional wounds in diabetic mice with a single dose of SDF-ELP, free SDF1, and other
controls, harvested wound tissues after 7, 28 and 42 days post wounding and stained the
sections for CD31+ cells. The results indicated that SDF1-ELP promoted higher numbers
of CD31+ cells as compared to free SDF1 and other controls.
We therefore conclude that SDF1-ELP is sustained longer at the wound site, allowing it
to promote a higher amount of revascularization which leads a higher rate of wound
healing as compared to SDF1 and other controls. SDF1-ELP is a promising agent for the
treatment of chronic skin wounds.

5.2 LIMITATIONS

5.2.1

Clinical Use of SDF1-ELP

While the SDF1-CXCR4 axis leads to positive outcomes for wound healing, it is also
known to be involved in several aspects of tumor progression and metastasis [13]. The
CXCR4 receptor is expressed on several tumors; SDF1 plays a crucial role in promoting
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the proliferation, migration and invasion of these cancer cells [14], [15]. In this project,
SDF1-ELP was topically and locally applied to the wound area as nanoparticles, and as
such the potential for the delivered growth factor to trigger unwanted adverse cancerous
effects should be minimal. However the safety profile of SDF1-ELP needs to be fully
evaluated prior to use in the clinic. Additional in vivo studies need to be performed to
confirm that there is no risk of cancer formation. Since the nanoparticles increase the
availability and sustenance of SDF1 at the wound area, further preclinical studies needs
to focus on understanding the effect of the sustained exposure of the growth factor to the
surrounding tissues at the wound site.
5.2.2

Diabetic Mouse Wound Model

In this work, 1 cm x 1 cm square full thickness skin wounds were made on the back the
mice, using a pre-made template. Treatments were applied on Day 0 (the day the wound
was made) and the wound closure monitored over a period of time. While this mouse
wounding model has been used by several researchers, it is not a perfect representation of
wounds in patients with diabetes or chronic wounds. In fact, some researchers believe
that a wound model comparable to chronic, non-healing human wounds does not exist
[16]. One potential way to bridge this gap is to leave the wound untreated for a period of
time prior to application of treatments. From example, a wound made on Day 0 can be
covered with dressing to avoid infection, but left untreated till day 4, i.e. until the
inflammation phase, prior to the application of the treatments. In addition, the laboratory
species (mice) we used for our in vivo studies is not the best representation of humans. It
is known that mice have a subcutaneous panniculus carnosus muscle, which contributes
to the repair process (via contraction and collagen formation) [16]. However, this
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structure is absent in humans. Although pigs are believed to have the closest skin
structure to humans, it is known that their wounds heal rapidly and also heal through
contraction.
5.2.3

The Use of Fibrin Gels as a Delivery Vehicle

We used fibrin gels as a delivery vehicle in our in vivo work to prevent SDF1-ELP and
the other controls from leaking away when pipetted on the wound area. Prior to
application to the wound, fibrinogen with the protein treatment solution was mixed with
thrombin to form the fibrin gel treatments. The mixture was immediately pipetted to the
wound and allowed to gel after which the wounds were covered with wound dressing.
While this approach was fine for exploratory studies, the methodology is not practical for
future clinical use. A more robust means of delivering the treatments is needed. For
example, the treatments can be pre-formulated in the fibrin gel and made into molds or
patches for application to the wound.

5.3

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

5.3.1

Tracking nanoparticles in vitro and in vivo

While we understand that SDF1-ELP is very stable in elastase and in wound fluid, we do
not fully know the fate of the nanoparticles in cells or in the wounds. To attempt to
answer this question, one of our future works is to track the nanoparticles in cells, in exvivo wound fluid and also in the wound. Similar to work done by Sarangthem et al [17],
we plan on conjugating a fluorophore to SDF1-ELP, incubating it with cells such as
HL60 or HUVECs and monitoring the cellular localization and/or internalization of the
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nanoparticles. To understand the stability of the SDF1-ELP nanoparticles in vivo,
fluorescent labelled SDF1-ELP will be put into the animal wounds and the wound site
imaged at different time points. Alternatively, skin tissues will be harvested at different
time points and analyzed for the presence/sustenance of SDF1-ELP using an SDF1
antibody. This will help us evaluate the efficacy of the nanoparticles at different stages in
the wound healing cascade.
5.3.2

Delivery of SDF1-ELP nanoparticles using other dermal scaffolds and skin

substitutes
Dermal scaffolds, such as IntegraTM and AllodermTM are commercially available and
have been developed to promote regeneration of the dermis. These products are applied
onto the cleaned wound bed and provide a structure for blood vessels and other cells to
migrate and grow into. Skin substitutes are also used on chronic wounds, but typically
incorporate a source of growth factors; for example, TranscyteTM contains extracellular
matrix bound with growth factors secreted by human fibroblasts during the
manufacturing process. Since these scaffolds and skin substitutes have already proved
successfully for wound healing treatments, we also plan to experiment the delivery of our
SDF1-ELP nanoparticles to the wound area using these matrices. Since our nanoparticles
are below 1 µm, they can easily be incorporated into these matrices which typically have
pore sizes greater than 50 µm.

5.3.3 Combination of SDF1-ELP with other growth factor ELPs (such as
KGF1-ELP)
Previous work has demonstrated that Keratinocyte Growth Factor-ELP induced a higher
proliferation of keratinocytes, which resulted significant increase in reepithelialization in
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full-thickness wounds made on diabetic mice as compared to the controls [1]. In this
work, we have demonstrated that SDF1-ELP promotes the healing of wounds by
increasing vascularization which leads to thicker epidermal and dermal regeneration.
Ongoing work in the laboratory is to evaluate the anti-apoptotic peptide derived from
erythropoietin, ARA290-ELP, which will help reduce inflammation at the wound site.
Thus, we plan to investigate a combined strategy that utilizes these 3 bioactive peptides
(KGF, SDF and ARA290) delivered using the ELP technology, and evaluate its profound
effect on wound healing.
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